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Dedication 
 
 

 

This book is dedicated to the memory of my father, Dr. Thomas W. 
Lantz, 1931 – 1997. He was a devoted father and husband, veteran of the 
Korean War, entrepreneur and Dr. of Optometry.  He taught me the value 
of hard work, the importance of honesty in one’s personal and professional 
dealings, about one’s duty to family and country, and the belief that 
government largess cannot be substituted for personal responsibility.    
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Introduction 

 
I have heard that, whenever the descendants of the Puritans are to show 

the spirit of their sires, the old man appears again.  When eighty years had 

passed, he walked once more in King-street.  Five years later, in the 

twilight of an April morning, he stood on the green, beside the meeting-

house, at Lexington, where now the obelisk of granite, with a slab of slate 

inlaid, commemorates the first fallen of the Revolution.  And when our 

fathers were toiling at the breast-work on Bunker's Hill, all through that 

night, the old warrior walked his rounds.  Long, long may it be, ere he 

comes again! His hour is one of darkness, and adversity, and peril.  But 

should domestic tyranny oppress us, or the invader's step pollute our soil, 

still may the Gray Champion come. (emphasis added)  

Nathaniel Hawthorne, The Gray Champion. Twice Told Tales 

 

 
 

The Clash of Cultures and the Gray Champion 
 

The July-August, 2010 issue of the American Spectator ran an article that caught 

fire among conservatives.  In this issue, there’s an article titled "America's Ruling 

Class and the Perils of Revolution" by Angelo Codevilla. In his article, Codevilla 

talked about two groups of people. One, the “Ruling Class,” is made up of those people 

who have graduated from Ivy League schools, who know all the right people, who come 

from the right families, and hang out with all the right people. The ruling class includes 

both Democrats and Republicans, and they maintain their position in society not on the 

basis of merit, but on the basis of knowing the right people. The bailouts allowed the 

Ruling Class to keep its position, as those in authority told the rest of us to simply “trust 

the leadership of the country.” 

 

The other group Codevilla called the “Country Class”. This group includes the 

poor, the middle class, and even the wealthy among us who earned what they have in 

life, but never went to the “right” schools or joined the “right” clubs. He argues that it is 

from the wealth of the Country Class that the Ruling Class has “shared the wealth” of 

the nation to give to those the ruling class deemed worthy. 

http://spectator.org/archives/2010/07/16/americas-ruling-class-and-the
http://spectator.org/archives/2010/07/16/americas-ruling-class-and-the
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Rush Limbaugh Comments on the Codevilla Article  
 

Much of Rush Limbaugh’s July 19, 2010 program was devoted to discussing this 

article. Focusing on what Codevilla had to say about how the nation gets itself back on 

track to follow the Constitution, Limbaugh combined his own commentary with the 

words of Codevilla’s essay. I want to draw your attention to the discussion Limbaugh 

had about the actions that would need to be taken in order to accomplish this goal. 

Noting that the Country Class has no choice but to find a home in the Republican Party, 

no matter its failings, Limbaugh said (Limbaugh’s words are in black, the quotes from 

Codevilla are in italics: 

 

So the intimidating tactics of disrespecting and silencing your 

opponents has worked, and this is what we must do, is Mr. 

Codevilla's point. "For the country class seriously to contend for self-

governance, the political party that represents it will have to discredit not 

just such patent frauds as ethanol mandates, the pretense that taxes can 

control 'climate change,' and the outrage of banning God from public life. 

More important, such a serious party would have to attack the ruling 

class's fundamental claims to its superior intellect and morality in ways 

that dispirit the target and hearten one's own. The Democrats having set 

the rules of modern politics, opponents who want electoral success are 

obliged to follow them."  

 

And this we have said over and over again.  

There is going to be an apparatus in place, thanks to these people, to 

use the power of government against them when we get it back. The 

question is will the people that represent us have the guts to do so?  

"How the country class and ruling class might clash on each item of their 

contrasting agendas is beyond my scope. Suffice it to say that the ruling 

class's greatest difficulty -- aside from being outnumbered -- will be to 

argue, against the grain of reality, that the revolution it continues to press 

upon America is sustainable. For its part, the country class's greatest 

difficulty will be to enable a revolution to take place without imposing it. 

America has been imposed on enough."  

 

So it must be a self-starting thing. It can't be the result of phone 

calls. It can't be the result of faxes and all this to Washington. It has 

to start on its own, and guess what the Tea Party is? It's exactly that. 

But it can't be the result of members of Congress calling people, 

"Hey, come to Washington, we need to have a strong force here to 

oppose this or that, 20,000 bodies." No, no, no. It's gotta happen on 

its own.   
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Herman Cain’s Run for President 
 

Over 30,000 people signed up for the “Draft Herman Cain for President” 

Facebook page.  It was started by a personal friend of mine, Maurice Atkinson.  

Working from his home, he did exactly what Cordevilla and Limbaugh talked about.  He 

launched his effort a year before Cain actually decided to run for office.  By the time 

Cain dropped out of the race on December 3, 2011, this network of volunteers was 

operating in most of the 50 states, using social media and some proprietary online tools 

to communicate Cain’s message of self reliance, limited government, and hard work to 

the American people.  

 

In his short but energizing campaign for President, Herman Cain embodied much 

of what Cordevilla described about the “country class.”  Regardless of what one might 

think about Cain as a serious Presidential candidate, he energized the Tea Party 

Movement and gave voice to their views.  In his December 3, 2011 announcement to 

suspend his campaign and withdraw from the race, he echoed Codevilla’s 

characterization of the American political spectrum when he said: 

 
You see, there are three audiences out there, folks, that we have dealt with, that I 
have had to deal with. There's the media class, there's the political class, and 
there's we, the people. It is we, the people, that got us to this point this far. It is 
we, the people, that wants change in Washington, D.C. It is we, the people, that 
are responsible for this massive movement that's going on across this country.  

I call it the citizens movement, the Tea Party movement, the conservative 
movement. It is a movement by we, the people, that are going to insist on change 
in the United States of America. And Plan B is that I will continue to be a voice for 
the people.  

That's why today we are launching thecainsolutions.com where the people will 
choose, not the media, not the politicians, and the people will show that the 
people are still in charge of this country.  

 This message of three groups is echoed on Cain’s new website, where one 

reads “Not POLITICIANS.  Not MEDIA OUTLETS. The PEOPLE.”  Time will tell where 

this effort will go.  It is not the first such movement to be launched to affect change – 

President Obama’s 2008 campaign used a similar strategy working through the liberal 

group, MoveOn.org.  The difference is that MoveOn.org was funded with donations by 

wealthy left-leaning organizations and had the backing of the President of the United 

States, Barack Obama.  Cain’s movement will test the thesis of Cordevilla’s message, 

as it is truly grassroots and emerges from the heart of America. 

 

http://www.thecainsolutions.com/
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The Tea Parties and the Coming of the Gray Champion 
 

In 2010, I published a book called Think Like Jesus, Lead Like Moses: 

Leadership Lessons from the Wilderness Crucible. In that book, I review the 

leadership qualities of Moses, and distilling ten qualities of a godly leader and then 

assessing my leadership of the Indiana Christian Coalition based on those qualities. At 

the end of the book, I reflect on a comparison of the emergence of the Christian 

Coalition in the 1990s compared to the Tea Party movement of the 2010s. In doing so, I 

use the story of the Gray Champion from Nathaniel Hawthorne’s book, Twice Told 

Tales. 

 

I first became aware of this short story in a book titled Generations: The History 

of America’s Future.  Published in 1991 by William Strauss and Neil Howe, the 

authors looked at 13 generations of Americans as they attempted to envision the sort of 

crisis their analysis of history predicted America would confront by the year 2020.  

Writing in 1991, however, Strauss and Howe did make this now prescient statement:1 

One rather safe prediction experts often make about elderly Boomers is 

that they will collide with underfunded federal pension and health-care 

systems, starting in the mid-2010s. … Boomers will force a dramatic turn 

in the politics of Social Security. In the 2010s, they will lay the terms of an 

entirely new intergenerational “deal,” snapping the chain of ever-rising 

benefits that G.I.s insisted would never end. Boom leaders will thoroughly 

recast – and probably rename – Social Security and Medicare. … Affluent 

Boomers will receive little economic recompense from a lifetime of payroll 

taxes paid to support others. Yet in a turnabout from the G.I. entitlement 
ethic, Boomers will derive self-esteem from knowing they are not receiving 

rewards from the community. 

 

Borrowing a metaphor from a short story written by Nathanial Hawthorne in the 

early 1800s titled “The Gray Champion,” William Strauss and Neil Howe likened the 

Boomer generation to this mythical guardian of American liberties.  The authors of 

Generations: The History of America’s Future did not envision just one Gray 

Champion, but rather a generation that produces many such leaders. They conclude 

their conversation about the prospect of such future Gray Champions (individuals who 

would arise out of the Baby Boom generation and whom, I believe, the Tea Party 

movement now embodies) this way:2 

Let us hope that the old Boomers will look within themselves and find 

something richer than apocalypse. If they see (and assert) themselves as 

beacons of civilization, younger Americans may well look up to them as 

                                                 
1  Strauss, William and Neil Howe.  Generations: The History of America’s Future, 1584-2069.  (Harper 
Perennial: New York), 1991, p. 402-3.   
2 Ibid., p. 407. 

http://www.wisejargon.com/books/leadership-lessons
http://www.wisejargon.com/books/leadership-lessons
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G.I.s did to the great Missionary leaders: as elders wise beyond the 

comprehension of youth. If the Gray Champions among them can seize 

this historic opportunity, they can guide a unified national community 

through the gates of history to a better world beyond.  

 

 The Gray Champion is not one individual. He is a generation of leaders, called 

from the grassroots, who stand up within their communities to draw a line in the sand. 

These Gray Champions are coming, just at the precise moment in time when the 

“Country Class” is looking for a way to rise up and put the country back on the right 

track. At its heart, that’s what I think the Tea Party movement is all about.  

As a member of the Boomer generation, I see myself as one of these many such 
Gray Champions.  Herman Cain’s message appealed to me, just as it appealed to 
millions of people across this country, causing thousands of “Gray Champions” to step 
forward in support of that message.  As one who was leading the effort to gain petition 
signatures to put Mr. Cain on the ballot in Indiana, I have thought long and hard about 
the issues facing America.  Long before I ever began to volunteer in the Herman Cain 
for President campaign, I began to write a series of essays which I have published on 
my website’s blog at www.wisejargon.com.  Similar in nature to my very first book, 
Indiana Issues, 1990 and Beyond, which I published in 1991, The Gray Champion: 
Searching for a President with 2020 Vision sets out a series of essays on what I 
believe are issues vital to America.  It’s not the only set of issues that one might 
conceive, but it is a list of issues that I believe address the prediction made in 
Generations: The History of America’s Future.   

 

http://www.wisejargon.com/
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A Preview of the Issues Discussed in this E-Book 

Six essays make up the heart of The Gray Champion: Searching for a 
President with 2020 Vision.  They are based on six blog posts I made during 2011.  
Each has a set of “Three Pillars” that form the basis of a policy agenda designed to 
provide the reader with a greater understanding of the issues discussed.  Each essay 
his heavily footnoted for the researcher who wishes to pursue the ideas presented 
further.  In nearly every essay, tables and graphs are provided to illustrate key trends 
and ideas. The following provide the chapter headings for the six issues discussed, 
followed by a summary of each of the Three Pillars presented in the e-book. 

1. Seeing Clearly to Chart a Course for America's Energy Policy Future 
2. Seeing Clearly to Restore Faith, Family and the American Work Ethic 
3. Seeing Clearly on Economics: Using 2020 Vision to Discern Fact from 

Rhetoric 
4. Seeing Clearly to Sever the Gordian Knot of Regulatory Strangulation 
5. Searching for Teddy Roosevelt’s Vision for the American Way of Life 
6. Seeing A 2020 Vision for America’s Global Economic Future 

 
 The last chapter, titled As We Head Toward the Cliff, summarizes issues 
confronting America in the immediate future.  America will have a vigorous debate on  
the debt ceiling during the 2012 election cycle.  This last essay presents some sobering 
facts regarding that issue. 

 

The Pillars 

Seeing Clearly to Chart a Course for America's Future on Energy Policy.   

For the would-be nominee of the Republican Party, a cogently articulated plan is 
needed to lay the foundation of a vision which galvanizes America to rise to the 
challenge of its current “man on the moon” moment. Make no mistake, EVERY 
Republican candidate will bow to the idol of “energy independence” just as the 
John Stewart video satire makes clear. They will all sing the chorus of “Drill, 
Baby, Drill!” But, the only candidate who can win in 2012 is the one who 
articulates a 2020 Vision built on three key pillars. These pillars are: 
 

1. The need to create jobs related to energy exports. 
2. The threat of global terrorism funded with petro-dollars. 
3. The courage to strip away self-made impediments that prevent us from 

becoming energy self-sufficient. 

 

Seeing Clearly to Restore Faith, Family and the American Work Ethic   
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The Republican Presidential candidate for 2012 must have 2020 vision to see 

clearly the connection between the teaching of ethics, the belief in a sovereign 

God, and a society that seeks to grow and prosper socially and economically. He 

or she must understand the need to restore the moral underpinnings of our 

country and that if we are not one nation, under God, then we will splinter into a 

hodgepodge of diverse, disunified states, and cease to be a great power. These 

moral underpinnings are built upon a foundation of three pillars: 

 

1. A belief in Almighty God 

2. The cherishment of the traditional family unit, bound in marriage, between 

one man and one woman. 

3. The instillation of the work ethic in the hearts and minds of our people such 

that work, for its own sake, is a virtuous endeavour. 

 

Seeing Clearly on Economics: Using 2020 Vision to Discern Fact vs. 
Rhetoric.   
 

To educate the American People on the issues facing us, we must come to grips 

with how Keynesian economic thinking has led us to the edge of the debt cliff. 

We need a President with a vision for what the year 2020 should look like. To 

begin this economic education of America in the 2012 election, the Republican 

Candidate for President must apply the following three pillars of economic 

understanding to help the voting public better understand how to deal with this 

crisis. 

 
1. The “business cycle” is controlled more by the tidal forces of demographic 

change than by taxation and spending policy. 

2. Examine the history of US tax policy to move beyond the rhetoric of “cut 
taxes” vs. “tax the rich.” 

3. Recognize that more “stimulus spending” only creates more debt, and that 
true economic investment applies the principles articulated by John F. 
Kennedy, that “if American business does not prosper and expand, 
this Government cannot make good its pledges of economic 
growth.”  

 

Seeing Clearly to Sever the Gordian Knot of Regulatory Strangulation.   
 

America needs a President with 2020 vision to cut through the red tape that is 
strangling this nation. He or she must apply three pillars of common sense logic 
to achieve an “Alexander the Great” moment to sever the Gordian Knot of 
regulation. These three pillars are: 
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1.  Restore Common Sense and Sever the Gordian Knot via a “Stella 
Award” method of shaming those who strangle our economy. 

2. Transparency has expanded as the Internet has exploded, so regulate 
via greater reliance on contestable markets. 

3.  Require Congressional authorization of costly regulations, and subject 
government bureaucracies to Sunset Review. 

 

Searching for Teddy Roosevelt’s Vision for the American Way of Life.   

 

Much has been said about building fences to keep illegal aliens out, about not 

having amnesty, and about creating a path to citizenship for those who are the 

children of illegal aliens and have known America as their only home. All these 

issues, while important, skirt the real issue – that we have not asked immigrants to 

become Americans, because we have forces here in America that wish to subvert 

the very essence of what being an American means. From the statements of Teddy 

Roosevelt and George Washington, I wish to distil the following Three Pillars upon 

which a policy toward illegal immigration must be based. 

1.   Identify and halt efforts to grant illegal immigrants voting rights and thus 

undermine the integrity of our electoral system of government.  

2.   Focus our criminal justice resources on illegal aliens who traffic in identity 

theft from legitimate American citizens as a way to mask their illegal gun and 

narcotics trade.  

3.    Identify and end the collusion between criminal, foreign and domestic 

political elements to corrupt the American free enterprise and political system. 

 

Seeing A 2020 Vision for America’s Global Economic Future 
 

Recently, one of my students wrote a paper about how an immigrant from China 
decided to create a business designed to market chopsticks to China and Japan. He 
understood that in those countries, there is a shortage of wood.  Most of the imports 
of wood to make chop sticks comes from Russia, which recently increased its export 
tax from 5 to 25 percent.  This has caused Asian consumers to seek a lower cost 
alternative.  The name of this South Korean born entrepreneur is Jae Lee, and his 
story brings into clear focus the fact that America needs a President with 2020 vision 
for global competitiveness based on the following three pillars: 

 
1. Create jobs by marketing to all 7 billion potential customers on the planet, not 

just 300 million here in America. 

2. A tax policy that promotes savings and investment instead of spending 

ourselves into a debt abyss. 
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3. A global mindset that leverages the experience and relationships of 

immigrants who come to America legally, especially in key, knowledge based 

industries. 

 

As You Read This Book 
 
As you read and reflect on the ideas expressed in this book, I hope it will inspire 

you to think more deeply about the issues facing America.  We must address the 
question of how, together, we move forward to seek God’s guidance to revive, restore 
and heal our nation. 

 
And so, in writing The Gray Champion: Searching for a President with 2020 

Vision, I wish to provide some insights on supporting the would-be President of the 
United States who will seek my vote, as well as my active grassroots support – and 
perhaps, yours as well. 

 
Blessings to you, and may God bless America. 
 

II Chronicles 7:14 
 

If my people who are called by my name humble themselves, and 
pray and seek my face and turn from their wicked ways, then I will 

hear from heaven and will forgive their sin and heal their land. 
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Seeing Clearly to Chart America’s Way 
Forward on Energy Policy 

 
 

America faces today nearly certain financial collapse.  It is not a collapse that is 
caused by our inability to solve our problems.  Rather, it is caused by our unwillingness 
to galvanize the American People around an ideal larger than themselves which 
provides the hope they need to chart America’s way forward and, as the current 
occupant of 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue has said, “Win the Future”.   
 

As Proverbs 29:18 states: Where there is no vision, the people perish.  
 

Hindsight, they say, is “always 20/20”.  However, we can’t afford to wait until the 
year 2020 to look back and see, with hindsight, what we should have done.  America 
needs a leader today who can look into the future with 2020 vision and say “This is how 
we’re going to not just take that hill, but how we’re going to go to the other side of that 
hill.” 
 

Since 1974, lip service has been paid to a vision of energy independence.  Ever 
since the Three Mile Island accident, the environmental lobby has pushed “green” 
technologies that include anything but fossil fuels.  Today, serious investors realize that 
unless something qualifies for a federal or state tax break and has the phrase “green” 
woven into the proposal, it is not worth their time to invest.  Green technology 
promoters, including former Vice President Al Gore, have so demonized oil and coal 
that any hope to achieve energy independence has been abolished. 

 
Until now. 
 
It is time to take seriously such a goal.  America is looking for a presidential 

candidate who will boldly proclaim that America should harness its coal, oil and natural 
gas resources to promote such a 2020 vision, and not be sidetracked by the Cheshire 
cat promises of a solar/wind/ethanol subsidy cocktail that leaves us with empty wallets 
and a grain-alcohol hang over.  Even Jon Stewart, in a 2010 satire about our failure to 
pursue a serious national energy policy, states: “Let’s just use oil.  You know what?  We 
have to!” (see this link to watch the video). 

 

 
The Three Pillars of a 2020 Vision 

 
For the would-be nominee of the Republican Party, a cogently articulated plan is 

needed to lay the foundation of a vision which galvanizes America to rise to the 
challenge of its current “man on the moon” moment.  Make no mistake, EVERY 

http://www.thedailyshow.com/watch/wed-june-16-2010/an-energy-independent-future
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Republican candidate will bow to the idol of “energy independence” just as the Jon 
Stewart video satire makes clear.  They will all sing the chorus of “Drill, Baby, Drill!”  
But, the only candidate who can win in 2012 is the one who articulates a 2020 Vision 
built on three key pillars.  These pillars are:  
 

1. The need to create jobs related to energy exports. 
2. The threat of global terrorism funded with petro-dollars. 
3. The courage to strip away self-made impediments that prevent us from 

becoming energy self-sufficient.  
 

1.  The Need to Create Jobs Related to Energy Exports 
 

In July, 2010, The Brookings Institute released a study done by the Hamilton 
Project titled: “June’s Employment Numbers Highlight America’s Increasingly 
Distressed Communities”.  In their study, they cited a statistic they call “the jobs gap,” 
which they define as “the number of jobs it would take to return to employment levels 
from before the Great Recession, while also accounting for the 125,000 people who 
enter the labor force in a typical month.” 3  Based on their estimates, the jobs gap in 
2010 stood at 11.3 million jobs.  Estimating that if we create 208,000 jobs per month 
(which they indicate was the best we did during the years George W. Bush was in 
office), it would take a little over 11 years to close that gap.  Here’s a graph depicting 
the time it would take to close the “jobs gap.”  

 
 

 
 

                                                 
3 Michael Greenstone, June’s Employment Numbers Highlight America’s Increasingly Distressed Communities, The 

Brookings Institution, July 2, 2010 accessed at http://www.brookings.edu/opinions/2010/0702_jobs_greenstone/ on 

December 10, 2011. 

http://www.brookings.edu/opinions/2010/0702_jobs_greenstone/
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If you focus on job creation for the months of February through April of 2011, we 

are averaging 217,000 jobs per month – not significantly different from the pace they 
say would take 11 years to get back to the employment levels we saw at the end of 
2007.   
 

America can’t wait 11 years.  We need a plan, TODAY.  What is President 
Obama’s plan?  In a speech he gave in Williamsburg, Pennsylvania in February, 2009, 
the President said: 4  

 
So then you get the argument, well, this is not a stimulus bill, this is a 
spending bill. What do you think a stimulus is? That’s the whole point.”    

 
Every economics instructor teaches his students about something called the 

multiplier effect.  Different types of jobs have different types of multipliers or “trickle 
down” effects.  Allow me to demonstrate how different types of jobs created different 
types of trickle down effects. 

 
I know a family where the wife works as a chemist for Eli Lilly, the husband as a 

master carpenter, and the teenage son has worked in fast food restaurants flipping 
hamburgers.  If one asks “which of these three has the greatest multiplier effect,” the 
answer is: 

 
1. The chemist.  If she, or one of her fellow chemists, creates a new drug, Eli 

Lilly will build a new building in which new employees will be hired to 
manufacture that new drug. 

2. The carpenter.  Along with other construction workers, he’ll be hired to build 
the building where the people will work to make the new drug invented by the 
chemist.  If the drug doesn’t get invented, no new buildings are needed, and 
the carpenter doesn’t get hired to build a building for Eli Lilly. 

3. The “hamburger flipper”.  When the carpenter goes to work, he has to eat 
lunch.  So will the new employees of the building where the new drug that Eli 
Lilly has built.  To feed them, McDonalds may decide to build a new 
restaurant near by, and hire the son of the chemist and the carpenter.   

 
A massive Man on the Moon effort to mine our own oil, coal and natural gas is a 

plan that would create the jobs we need.   The stimulus effect of a job in these 
industries – called a “multiplier effect” by economists – leads to job multipliers ranging 
from 3 to 8, depending on the part of the country and type of fossil fuel being mined.  
That means that for every 1,000 jobs created in these industries, another 3,000 to 8,000 
jobs are created in the rest of the economy.  You don’t get that by just “spending 
money” on, say, unemployed people.   

 

                                                 
4 York, Byron.  Obama: If It’s Spending, It’s Stimulus.  Accessed 5/7 at 

http://www.nationalreview.com/corner/176877/obama-if-its-spending-its-stimulus/byron-york  

http://www.nationalreview.com/corner/176877/obama-if-its-spending-its-stimulus/byron-york
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Even John F. Kennedy understood the multiplier effect.  In a speech he gave on 
September 18, 1963, President Kennedy said: 5 

 
The multiplied effect of these new private consumption and investment 
expenditures released by the tax cut will create a new market right here at 
home nearly equal to the gross national product of Canada and Australia 
combined. 

 
 We need a President with 2020 vision.  We need a President who can seize the 
new Kennedy moment to set a vision for the end of the decade – to see clearly what we 
should do by 2020.   
 
  

2. The Threat of Global Terrorism Funded with Petro-Dollars. 
 
Not only should we focus on meeting our own energy needs.  We should 

focus on mining, drilling and extracting enough energy resources so that we can 
also export fossil fuels to the rest of the world.  Most Americans don’t know the 
US presently exports coal to China.  In November, 2010, the New York Times 
reported the following:6 
 

The United States now ships coal to China via Canada, but coal 
companies are scouting for new loading ports in Washington State. New 
mines are being planned for the Rockies and the Pacific Northwest. 
Indeed, some of the world’s more environmentally progressive regions are 
nascent epicenters of the new coal export trade, creating political tensions 
between business and environmental goals. 

  
Now, if we can mine and export coal, why not oil, natural gas, and other 

commodities?  Not only could we go a long way in reducing our balance of payments 
deficit, but we could undermine the source of funds available to fuel terrorism around 
the globe.  

 
Thanks to the release of documents via the Wikileaks scandal, we know now that 

the Arabs have been funneling petro dollars to various terrorist groups around the world.  
In 2010, the OPEC nations earned over $600 billion from the rest of the world.  Saudi 
Arabia accounted for 27% of OPEC’s oil revenues.  Libya, Iran and Kuwait together 
accounted for 23% of OPEC revenues.7  

 

                                                 
5 Lantz, David: Bill Clinton, You’re No John F. Kennedy.  P. 40.  Quote from Kennedy’s speech “Prosperity 

Insurance: Importance of Tax Reduction Now.” 

6 Rosenthal, Elisabeth.  Nations that Debate Coal Use Export it to Feed China’s Need, New York Times, November 

21, 2010.  Accessed 4/24/11 at http://www.nytimes.com/2010/11/22/science/earth/22fossil.html  

7 EIA fact sheet on OPEC oil revenues: http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/cabs/OPEC_Revenues/Factsheet.html 

http://www.news-worthy.info/wikileaks-arab-world-funding-al-qaeda-and-other-terror-groups/4336/
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/11/22/science/earth/22fossil.html
http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/cabs/OPEC_Revenues/Factsheet.html
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For many of these Arab nations, oil is virtually their only export commodity.  If the 
US can reduce their ability to earn money from selling oil to give to terrorist 
organizations, then we will have won a major battle in the war on terror. 

 
But the threat of petrodollar financed terrorism isn’t the only reason to replace the 

Arabs as a source of oil.  Beginning in Tunisia and Egypt, recent government upheavals 
in the Middle East have caused oil prices to rise substantially.  Some experts, such as 
Niall Ferguson, are warning of oil prices hitting $200 per barrel.  In such an 
environment, the United States cannot risk placing the fate of its economy in the hands 
of foreigners, especially the Arabs.  One last point is to note that Saudi Arabia is 
increasing its ties to China.  In such a dangerous, shifting international environment, 
America must not only strengthen its own energy resources, it must remember that all 
markets are contestable.  China is contesting for the oil resources of the world, building 
relationships with oil producing nations and supplanting the US.  We cannot afford to 
cede relationships built over decades without a fight.    

 
President John F. Kennedy clearly understood this concept. In a televised 

speech on the Cuban Missile Crisis, President Kennedy said the following: 8 
 
We no longer live in a world where only actual firing of weapons 
represents a sufficient challenge to a nation’s security to constitute 
maximum peril. 
 
While the threats have changed the days of Kennedy, America’s resolve must 

not.  We need a President who understands this basic concept.  We need a President 
with 2020 Vision who can see clearly the way forward for how America should not only 
become energy self sufficient, but contest markets and reduce the flow of petrodollars 
going to Arab nations, which are in turn used to fund terrorist activities designed to kill 
Americans.   
 

3. The Courage to Strip Away Self-made Impediments that Prevent us from 
Becoming Energy Self-Sufficient.  

 
In 1974, President Nixon promised that we would become energy independent 

by 1980.  His idea:  Increased oil drilling and the development of new sources of 
energy, including safe nuclear power.  In March of 1979, Three Mile Island experienced 
a shut down and partial melt down.  From that point forward, dozens of nuclear power 
plants were shut down.  The goal of energy independence changed to focus on solar, 
wind and biofuels.   

 
President Jimmy Carter highlighted these alternative energy sources in his July, 

1979 “Crisis of Confidence Speech” televised address to the nation.  And, he ceded 
failure to achieve energy independence, stating: “I am tonight setting a clear goal for the 

                                                 
8 Lantz, David: Bill Clinton, You’re No John F. Kennedy.  P. 78.  Quote from Kennedy’s televised address to the 

nation October 22, 1962. 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/financevideo/8359992/Niall-Ferguson-Oil-could-reach-200.html
http://mb50.wordpress.com/2011/04/06/shifting-sands-saudi-arabias-oil-moves-east-to-china/
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energy policy of the United States. Beginning this moment, this Nation will never use 
more foreign oil than we did in 1977—never.”  In 1979, US oil imports were just under 8 
million barrels per day (MBD). In January of 2011, we imported 12 MBD.9  Since Nixon, 
every American President has paid lip service to the idea of energy independence.  Yet, 
as a monologue on Jon Stewart’s Daily Show makes clear, all Presidents since Carter 
have attempted to pin their hopes on everything BUT oil and nuclear energy.  But the 
reality is drastically different, as the following graph depicting trends in US oil production 
from 1945 to 2005 makes clear:10    
  
 

 
 
Some say that we can’t do it, that traditional wells are running dry.  Yet, new 

shale fields, such as the Bakken field in the Dakotas and the Marcellus Shale region of 
the Appalachian Basin, hold increasing promise.  According to an article in the 

                                                 
9 Everett, Bruce.  Obama’s New Year Resolution, 4/1/2011.  Accessed 4/24/2011 at  

http://bmeverett.wordpress.com/2011/04/01/obama%E2%80%99s-new-year%E2%80%99s-resolution/   

10 U.S. Energy Information Administration, cited in Energy Bulletin at 

http://www.energybulletin.net/image/uploads/27804/us-production.jpeg on December 10, 2011 

http://www.thedailyshow.com/watch/wed-june-16-2010/an-energy-independent-future
http://bmeverett.wordpress.com/2011/04/01/obama%E2%80%99s-new-year%E2%80%99s-resolution/
http://www.energybulletin.net/image/uploads/27804/us-production.jpeg
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Anchorage Daily News, North Dakota could easily surpass California and Alaska in 
terms of oil production.  Additionally, the article states: 
 

North Dakota's oil patch now accounts for about 6 percent of total U.S. 
crude oil production. That's up from 1 percent less than three years ago.  
Federal and state estimates had pegged North Dakota's portion of the 
Bakken shale and underlying Three Forks-Sanish oil formations in western 
North Dakota at about 5 billion barrels of oil, using current horizontal 
drilling technology.  Helms said that estimate has more than doubled 
based on drilling success and current production rates.11 
 
It is time to make good on the promise of energy independence.  We have not 

failed because we can’t achieve energy independence.  We’ve failed because we’ve 
been unwilling to achieve energy independence.  We have failed because, rather than 
firmly facing the problem, our leaders have blamed others for their lack of political will. 

 
In his day, President Kennedy faced down those who refused to see clearly the 

solutions to our problems.  Speaking at the California State Democratic Party Dinner in 
Los Angelos, CA on November 18, 1961, President Kennedy said:12 
 

In most crucial periods of our nation’s history, there have always been 
those on the fringes of our society who have sought to escape their own 
responsibility by finding a simple solution and appealing slogan or a 
convenient scapegoat … But in time the basic good sense and stability of 
the great American consensus has always prevailed. 
 
The American people know that we need to achieve energy independence.  They 

need a President with 2020 vision who can reflect the “good sense and stability of the 
great American consensus” and seize the new Kennedy moment to set a vision for the 
end of the decade – to see clearly what we should do to finally make good on a 37 year 
old promise to become energy independent.  
 

 

Without a Vision, the People Perish 
 
Proverbs 29:18 says “Without a vision, the people perish.” America is hungry for 

a vision that makes sense.  They want to see job growth to get us back to where we 
were – today - not 11 years from now.  They want to see a halt to the slide of our nation 
into a second rate paper tiger.  They want a restoration of hope and change they CAN 
believe in, not a bait and switch gimmick that took their change and stuck them with an 
IOU to the world. 

                                                 

11 MacPherson, James.  North Dakota oil production forecast to surpass Alaska's, Associated Press, January 3, 

2011. Accessed 4/24/2011 at http://www.adn.com/2011/01/02/1629025/north-dakota-oil-production-is.html  

12 Lantz, David: Bill Clinton, You’re No John F. Kennedy.  P. 18. 

http://www.adn.com/2011/01/02/1629025/north-dakota-oil-production-is.html
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America needs a President who says we can solve our problems, and here’s 

how, instead of a President who says we can’t solve our problems, and here’s why not. 
 
America needs a President with 2020 Vision. 
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Restoring Faith, Family and the 
American Work Ethic 

 
A funny thing happened while we were busy erecting the wall of separation 

between church and state.  So many vines and weeds grew up around the wall, that it 
not only caused the wall to crumble, it caused America to crumble. 

 
The warning signs have been out there for over forty years.  In his 1987 book, 

“The Closing of the American Mind,” Allan Bloom called attention to the decline in moral 
values, stating the American mind had become closed to the concept of right and 
wrong.  Pointing to what he called the most important phenomena of our time, he said 
that “There is now an entirely new language of good and evil.”   He dubbed this new 
language “value relativism:” 13 

 
Value relativism can be a great release from the perpetual tyranny of good 
and evil, with their cargo of shame and guilt, and the endless efforts that 
the pursuit of the one and the avoidance of the other enjoin … One need 
not feel bad about or uncomfortable with oneself when just a little value 
adjustment is necessary. 
 

 The very same year that Bloom’s book was published, Time Magazine’s May 25, 
1987 cover story was titled “What Ever Happened to Ethics?”  In that article “pitch” on 
the magazine cover, Time stated:  “Assaulted by sleaze, scandals and hypocrisy, 
America searches for its moral bearings.”    
  

The juxtaposition of these two thoughts – one, that value relativism was doing 
away with the concepts of good and evil, right and wrong, and the second, that moral 
and ethical behavior seemed a thing of the past – was striking.  For a host of reasons, 
from court decisions like Engle vs. Vitale, in which prayer in school was outlawed, to 
government policies that have weakened the family, America has gone from a society 
based on Christian principles to a society based on secular principles, and now, a 
society whose principles are increasingly anti-Christian.  Some see this as a good thing, 
but let us ask three simple questions:   

 
A.  If you do not believe in a divine moral law ordained by a Creator, how can 

you possibly expect people to be ethical, let alone teach ethics? 
 
Without coercion, you can’t. 
 
B.  And, if you can’t expect people to be ethical out of their own volition, how can 

you expect them to show up for work on time, put in a full day’s work for a full 
                                                 
13 Bloom, Allan. The Closing of the American Mind.  (New York: Simon and Schuster), 1987.  P. 142 
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day’s pay, and view a job well done as a calling to which they naturally aspire, 
rather than see their jobs as tasks they grudgingly do to avoid threats and 
penalties? 

 
Again, the answer is, you can’t. 
 
C.  Finally, what is the logical outcome over a sustained period of time in which 

these two trends grow and take hold in the behavior of the American People?   
 
The answer is, you will have a society in which fewer and fewer people see the 

value in working hard for the sake of working hard, being willing to create jobs that 
employ others – and a society in which more and more people who have come to see 
the coercion of people as a means to get the results one wants.  This growing class of 
people will, in turn, expect – nay, demand – that someone (i.e. “the rich”) be forced to 
take care of them. 

 
And at that point, America will ask the same question posed in Psalm 11:3:  If the 

foundations be destroyed, what can the righteous do?  
 

 
 

The Three Pillars of a 2020 Vision for Faith, Family 
and Work 

 
Therefore, the Republican Presidential candidate for 2012 must have 2020 vision 

to see clearly the connection between the teaching of ethics, the belief in a sovereign 
God, and a society that seeks to grow and prosper socially and economically.  He or 
she must understand the need to restore the moral underpinnings of our country and 
that if we are not one nation, under God, then we will splinter into a hodgepodge of 
diverse, disunified states, and cease to be a great power.  These moral underpinnings 
are built upon a foundation of three pillars: 

 
1.  A belief in Almighty God 
2. The cherishment of the traditional family unit, bound in marriage, between 

one man and one woman. 
3. The instillation of the work ethic in the hearts and minds of our people such 

that work, for its own sake, is a virtuous endeavor. 

1.   A Belief in Almighty God 
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 In 1991, George Will wrote an op-ed piece titled “A Moral Environment for the 
Poor”.  In that editorial, Will stated: 14 

The crumbling …of [New York City] is stirring complaints … and longings 
for a man on horseback, some savior riding to the rescue, wielding power 
like a sword. New York, like many other cities, needs a man on horseback, 
but not of that sort.  It needs John Wesley.  

John Wesley, the founder of the Methodist Protestant denomination, said Will, 
“rode Britain’s rural roads and city streets, evangelized the underclass, exhorting pride 
and combating family disintegration by reforming behavior.”  Then, as now, people have 
always understood that if there is no God, everything is permitted.   

 When I was in first and second grade, a woman would come each week to teach 
a Bible lesson.  I enjoyed those weekly lessons.  When I was in third grade, she didn’t 
come any more.  One day, while walking out of the grocery store with my mother, I saw 
the lady, and I asked her why she no longer came to school.  While I don’t remember 
what she said, I will always remember that crushed, forlorn look on her face.  How do 
you tell a 9 year old that the U.S. Supreme Court, through its 1962 decision in Engle v. 
Vitale, has decided that state sanctioned prayer in school is unconstitutional?   

 Over the years, this ruling has been expanded.  In the 2000 Supreme Court 
ruling in Santa Fe (Texas) Independent School District (SFISD), Petitioner v. Doe, Jane, 
etc., et al., the Court declared a student, selected by the student body, saying a prayer 
before a sporting event, was unconstitutional because it could be used as a tool to 
proselytize those who might not wish to be proselytized.  That ruling has created a great 
deal of uncertainty over student led prayer at high school graduations, and emboldened 
efforts to have the words “In God We Trust” removed from the money, and “Under God” 
from the Pledge of Allegiance. 

 Another thing that these rulings have done has been to provide a green light to 
other forms of indoctrination.  As evidence of this statement, consider the May 12, 2011 
edition of the online magazine, Queerty.com.  In an article titled “Can We Please Just 
Start Admitting That We Do Actually Want To Indoctrinate Kids?” the magazine 
editors wrote15:  

They accuse us of exploiting children and in response we say, "NOOO! 
We're not gonna make kids learn about homosexuality, we swear! It's not 
like we're trying to recruit your children or anything." But let's face it-that's 
a lie. We want educators to teach future generations of children to accept 
queer sexuality. In fact, our very future depends on it.  . . . I and a lot of 

                                                 
14 George F. Will, A Moral Environment for the poor, Washington Post, May 30, 1991, p. A19 

15 Anonymous, Can we please just start admitting that we do actually want to indoctrinate kids?, Queerty.com, 

May 12, 2011.  Accessed on May 25, 2011 at http://www.queerty.com/can-we-please-just-start-admitting-that-we-

do-actually-want-to-indoctrinate-kids-20110512/  

http://www.queerty.com/can-we-please-just-start-admitting-that-we-do-actually-want-to-indoctrinate-kids-20110512/
http://www.queerty.com/can-we-please-just-start-admitting-that-we-do-actually-want-to-indoctrinate-kids-20110512/
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other people want to indoctrinate, recruit, teach, and expose children to 
queer sexuality AND THERE'S NOTHING WRONG WITH THAT.  

 It is time that America reclaimed the values that made Western civilization great.  
Our rights proceed from a Creator, not a Bureaucrat.  Those rights include life, liberty 
and the pursuit of happiness.  They also include the freedom to worship the Creator 
who granted us those rights, not a State that allows us the privilege of believing and 
saying only those things it deems politically correct.  It is time that we wake up to the 
realization that we have redefined the pursuit of happiness to mean what once was 
recognized as an indulgence in debauchery, and that as we exercise our freedom to 
pursue evil, not good, we enslave ourselves to our passions.  As Alexander 
Solzhenitsyn once wrote, we have increasingly sought “a total emancipation from the 
moral heritage of the Christian centuries with their great reserves of mercy and 
sacrifice” so that now, our “sense of responsibility to God and Society has grown 
dimmer and dimmer.”16   

2.  Cherishment of the Traditional Family 

 The May 29, 2011 issue of the Indianapolis Star ran the following story on page 
A6: 

MARRIEDS ARE NOW A MINORITY:  Census Says More Households 
Helmed by Singles and Cohabiters.  “In the 2010 Census, married couples 
represent 48 percent of all households.  That’s down from 52 percent in 
the last Census.” 

 Social scientists have seen this coming for years.  In a November, 2006 study 
published by the Urban Institute under contract for the US Department of Labor titled:  
Futurework: Trends and Challenges for Work in the 21st Century, authors Robert 
Lerman and Stefanie Schmidt reported that: “The rising divorce rate and the growing 
prevalence  of children born to unmarried mothers means that many children live in 
single-parent families.” 17  Today, these numbers are escalating even further.   

 Instead of continually creating programs to reduce the stress of being a single 
(usually female) parent, lawmakers should take to heart what the authors of Futurework 
stated; that programs “such as flexible time, parental leave, and dependent care 
assistance, have little impact on parental stress.”  Instead, lawmakers, and certainly the 
Republican Presidential Candidate for 2012, must focus on policies that strengthen 
traditional marriage between a man and a woman. 

                                                 
16 Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, A World Split Apart — Commencement Address Delivered At Harvard University, June 

8, 1978, accessed 5/27 at http://www.orthodoxytoday.org/articles/SolzhenitsynHarvard.php 

17 Lerman, Robert I and Stefanie R. Schmidt.  Futurework:  Trends and Challenges for Work in the 21
st
 Century. 

The Urban Institute , Washington D.C. for the Department of Labor, 2000.  Part II Trends in Work and Family, 

Health Insurance, Pensions, p. 1 

http://www.orthodoxytoday.org/articles/SolzhenitsynHarvard.php
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 Consider the trend in US society which has been the rise of “No Fault Divorce” 
laws, in which either spouse may file for divorce on the grounds of “irreconcilable 
differences.”  In a 2010 statistical study, researcher Malcom Gold finds that the effects 
of divorce reform, though not immediate, do have an impact over time.  In looking at 
states which have no fault divorce and allow divorce based on a unilateral request by 
one spouse, he makes this statement:18 

These statistically significant estimates indicate that divorce reform has 
impacted the marriage market and not only the stock of married people at 
the time of reform, changing the frequency of divorce in the long-term. The 
No-Fault Unilateral point estimate indicates a 75% increase in the divorce 
rate after 15 years as a result of the simultaneous adoption of no-fault and 
unilateral divorce. 

The issue of marriage does not simply concern itself with the “self actualization” 
of a man or woman seeking to fulfill their personal desires.  The consequences of the 
death of marriage are most dramatic in the lives of children born outside of marriage.  In 
the graph below, we see that the percentage of children born out of wedlock has 
skyrocketed from 6.8 percent in 1964 to 40.6 percent in 2008.19   

 

                                                 

18 Gold, Malcom C.  Divorce and Divorce Reform:  A reconciliation of results at odds.  Department of Economics,   

 Marshfield/Wood County Marshfield, WI, June 2010 p. 26 

19 Patrick F. Fagan, et. al. The Annual Report of Family Trends: 2011  The Behaviors of the Family in the Five Institutions of 

the Family.  (Marriage and Religion Research Insitute,2011), p.62.  Base data compiled from Statistical Abstracts of the United 

States, various years. 
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Robert Rector of the Heritage Foundation, in his September, 2010 article titled 
“Marriage: America’s Greatest Weapon Against Childhood Poverty,” points out that as 
fathers have disappeared from the home, single moms are left to raise children – often 
in poverty.  He writes:20  

The rise in out-of-wedlock childbearing and the increase in single 
parenthood are major causes of high levels of child poverty. Since the 
early 1960s, single-parent families have roughly tripled as a share of all 
families with children. As noted, in the U.S. in 2008, single parents were 
six times more likely to be poor than were married couples. 

In an April 4, 2011 speech titled “The State of White America,”21  noted author 
and social policy researcher Charles Murray addressed the trends affecting American 
families.  Because some have in the past accused him of racism and condemning non-
white minorities, Murray’s speech focused on trends in families for White America only.  
Murray focused his analysis on non-Hispanic whites ages 30-49, comparing the top 
20% of families as measured by income (what he calls the upper middle class) to 
working class whites whose income puts them in the bottom 30% of income earners.  
Using census data, he compares the years 1960 and 2010 for these two groups of 
people. 

                                                 
20 Robert Rector: Backgrounder on Poverty and Inequality and Family and Marriage, (Heritage Foundation: 9/16/2010), 

accessed at http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2010/09/marriage-america-s-greatest-weapon-against-child-poverty#_ftn4 ) 

on June 13, 2011. 
21 Viewed on C-Span at http://www.c-spanvideo.org/program/298817-1 on 6/11/2010 

http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2010/09/marriage-america-s-greatest-weapon-against-child-poverty#_ftn4
http://www.c-spanvideo.org/program/298817-1
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Table One:  Comparison of Key Trends Among Whites, 1960 and 2010 

 Top 20% 
1960 

Bottom 30% 
1960 

Top 20% 
2010 

Bottom 30% 
2010 

Percent Married 88% 83% 83% 48% 

Out of Wedlock 
Births 

NA 6% NA 50% 

Men looking for 
work 

1.5% 2.0% 5% (1968) 12% (2008) 

No Religious 
Affiliation 

26% 42% 35% 61% 

Murray first made a name for himself with his book, Losing Ground: Social 
Welfare Policy, 1950 to 1980.  In that book, he demonstrated how payments to poor 
women under the Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) actually created a 
financial incentive to get divorced in order to qualify for welfare benefits, and then to 
never get married.  Under the AFDC program and its controversial “man in the house 
rule,” poor women could only receive welfare payments IF there was no “man in the 
house.”  Instituted in the mid 1960s, at first, this meant getting divorced to qualify for aid.  
But over time, it led to women not getting married in the first place.   

The ability to get divorced to qualify for government assistance was further 
enhanced in 1969, when California enacted the Family Law Act of 1969, becoming the 
first state in the nation to allow “no fault” divorces.  By 1983, 48 of the 50 states had 
adopted no fault divorce laws.  Combined with the effects of the Man in the House Rule, 
divorces skyrocketed.22 

                                                 
22 Patrick F. Fagan, et. al. The Annual Report of Family Trends: 2011  The Behaviors of the Family in the Five Institutions of 

the Family.  (Marriage and Religion Research Insitute,2011), p.130.  Base data compiled from Vital Statistics Reports, various 

years. 
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In the 
accompanying chart, the number of children in divorces peaked in 1980 – but not 
because the divorce rate fell.  Over this time period, fewer people were getting married.  
By 1990, 26 percent of children were being born to single mothers.  In fact, single 
motherhood was being glorified in Hollywood, leading to the famous interchange 
between Vice President Dan Quayle and the T.V. character Murphy Brown, when Vice 
President Quayle attacked a poverty of values that glorified unwed motherhood.  He 
said:23   

Ultimately however, marriage is a moral issue that requires cultural 
consensus, and the use of social sanctions. Bearing babies irresponsibly 
is, simply, wrong. Failing to support children one has fathered is wrong. 
We must be unequivocal about this.  It doesn't help matters when prime 
time TV has Murphy Brown - a character who supposedly epitomizes 
today's intelligent, highly paid, professional woman - mocking the 
importance of fathers, by bearing a child alone, and calling it just another 
"lifestyle choice." 

It is time that we as a nation recognize that being married, especially when 
children are involved, is the best social program there is.  No family is perfect, but a 
mom and a dad are better than a case worker and a politician.  We applaud programs 
that discourage youth from dropping out of schools, yet fail to promote the one thing that 
will help the most:  Maintain and strengthen heterosexual marriages, and delay 
childbearing until they are married and economically stable.   

                                                 
23 Vice President Dan Qualye:  Address to the Commenwealth Club of California May 19, 1992 on Family Values.  Accessed at 

http://www.vicepresidentdanquayle.com/speeches_StandingFirm_CCC_3.html on June 13, 2011 

http://www.vicepresidentdanquayle.com/speeches_StandingFirm_CCC_3.html
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America needs a President with 2020 Vision who is not afraid to proclaim 
this message. 

3.  Support of the Work Ethic 

Increasingly, employers are worrying about how they will replace valuable, 
experienced workers as the Baby Boom generation retires.  They recognize that a 
“brain drain” is beginning to develop, as members of “Generation Y” enter the 
workforce, yet lack the math, communication and work ethic skills of the Boomer 
generation.   after emerging from a childhood where they weren’t allowed to compete for 
fear of hurting the losing person’s self esteem.  One observer of this trend noted:24   

With almost every company expecting to lose a portion of their employee 
base through retirements, competition among employers is likely to heat 
up, making talented, and therefore desirable, workers more difficult to 
recruit and retain and more expensive due to the increased need for their 
skills. … As Generations X and Y — the ’replacement workers’ — move 
into the positions vacated by the Boomers, the odds that these new 
workers will be able to function at the same level as their experienced and 
knowledgeable predecessors are very low, and succession planning 
therefore becomes a critical concern. 

How does one deal with this issue?  One way is to impress upon the Boomer 
generation the need to volunteer, mentor and coach younger people as they transition 
into the workforce.  Many in the Boomer generation have come to recognize this as a 
calling, and are responding.  The next President of the United States can tap into this 
reservoir of commitment and dedication to encourage volunteerism to help retrain and 
retool younger Americans to overcome the challenges of an educational system that 
has failed to educate their children and grandchildren in the Four Rs:  Reading, ‘Riting, 
‘Rithmatic, and Reasoning. 

We have created an Americorps for young people to volunteer across America.  
As a father whose youngest soon has served two tours with the Americorps progam, 
helping to rebuild New Orleans after Katrina, built houses in Main with Habitat for 
Humanity, and constructed trails in Wisconsin, I know how it not only helps people 
across the country, but molds the character of the young people who enroll in the 
program.  We need an equivalent program for aging Boomers that can leverage their 
energy, passion and commitment to restore America to retrain and re-energize 
Generation Y. 

Standing Firm Against the Gathering STORM 

                                                 
24 Sarah Sladek.  “Retirement is not the problem.”  XYZ University, May 16, 2011.  Accessed at 

http://xyzuniversity.com/2011/05/retirementnottheproblem/ on 6/17/2011. 
 

http://xyzuniversity.com/2011/05/retirementnottheproblem/
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At the beginning of this essay, I asked what effect the natural consequence of the 
first two trends that we’ve discussed would have on the work ethic (those two trends 
being a decline in a belief in The Creator, and a decline in the institution of marriage and 
the traditional family).  I proposed the following consequence:   

The answer is, you will have a society in which fewer and fewer people 
see the value in working hard for the sake of working hard, being willing to 
create jobs that employ others – and a society in which more and more 
people who have come to see that coercion of people to get the results 
one wants - works.  This growing class of people will, in turn, expect – 
nay, demand – that someone (i.e. “the rich”) be forced to take care of 
them. 

While the politically correct don’t want to admit that this is the natural outcome of 
these trends, it isn’t ignored on the human resource literature.  In their Futurework 
study, Robert Lerman and Stefanie Schmidt stated:25 

Changing marital and living arrangements could have significant 
implications for the workforce. Labor force participation rates are 
much higher and unemployment rates much lower among married 
than among unmarried men and women. Even in today's tight job 
market (1998:1), unemployment rates are high among individuals who are 
in the never-married category. Never-married men experienced an 8.2 
percent unemployment rate, far above the 2.1 percent rate among men 
who are married and living with a spouse. In addition, labor market 
outcomes are better among men living with at least one of their own 
children than among men with no children. The unemployment rate of 
never-married men is only 5.7 percent among those with children, but over 
8 percent among those without children. Projections indicate that the 
share of American households consisting of families with children 
will decline from 48 percent to about 41 percent and that married-
couple families with children will make up less than one-third of 
families by 2010. To some extent, it is changes in employment 
opportunities that cause changes in marriage and family formation 
patterns and not the other way around. However, some of the marital 
and family changes have other causes and may well lead to worse 
job market outcomes. (emphasis added) 

This disconnect is further identified in Charles Murray’s more recent work.  As I 
demonstrated in Table One above, white men looking for work in 1960, be they rich or 
poor, were nearly equal.  Murray noted that 1.5% of white men in the top 20% of 

                                                 
25 Lerman, Robert I and Stefanie R. Schmidt.  Futurework:  Trends and Challenges for Work in the 21

st
 Century. 

The Urban Institute , Washington D.C. for the Department of Labor, 2000.  Part II Trends in Work and Family, 

Health Insurance, Pensions, p. 1, accessed at 

http://www.dol.gov/oasam/programs/history/herman/reports/futurework/conference/trends/TrendsII.htm on June 13, 

2011. 

http://www.dol.gov/oasam/programs/history/herman/reports/futurework/conference/trends/TrendsII.htm%20on%20June%2013
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earners were unemployed, compared to 2% among the bottom 30%.  By 2010, while 
5% of white men were unemployed in the top 20%, fully 12% of white men were 
unemployed among the bottom 30%.  Conversely, marriage rates among the more 
wealthy white men had barely changed.  But, among the lower income white men, 
marriage rates had plummeted from 83% in 1960 to 48% in 2010. 

 Some use this set of facts to push for more money for the poor, rather than 
rebuilding the moral fabric whose decay has led us to the state of affairs we are in.  
Indeed, some are advocating revolution as a solution.  But encouraging revolution as a 
solution to the problem is the inevitable consequence of people seeing that coercion, 
rather than virtue, is the key to prosperity.  Increasingly, elements in the United States 
are advocating revolution along Marxian lines, such as a group called STORM.  On 
page 34 of their document, they discuss a “Culture and Propaganda Work Group” which 
has 4 goals:26  

1.  To nurture new revolutionary art and artists 
2.  To produce street level agitation and propaganda 
3.  To bring cultural workers into political action; and 
4.  To build networks among revolutionary cultural workers. 

This is not to excuse the excesses of the rich.  Clearly, there are excesses that 
our moral decline tends to exacerbate.  Be it Treasury Secretary Tim Geithner, who 
doesn’t pay his taxes at the same time he heads the IRS; Representative Charles 
Rangel who headed the tax writing committee of the House of Representatives (Ways 
and Means) while cheating on his taxes; Congressman Anthony Weiner, who authors 
anti-pornography legislation while tweeting lewd pictures of himself to a number of 
women; or an equal number of Republicans who have done similar things, these actions 
are  WRONG and perpetrators should be called to resign.  YES, the words wrong, sin, 
and evil need to be re-introduced into our conversations.  It is time to repair the damage 
caused America to “close its mind” to the idea that such actions are evil, to paraphrase 
Allan Bloom! 

 But what trends like the wealthy taking advantage of their positions for personal 
gain, and the efforts to incite Marxian revolution both do, is to draw us away from the 
solutions that will truly work.   

We will not regain the greatness of America by taking from those we believe 
have somehow wronged us.  For, as James Madison warned in Federalist Paper 51, 
such a strategy leads to a creation of groups like STORM, who then stir the people to 
demand “that some power altogether independent of the people would soon be called 
for by the voice of the very factions whose misrule had proved the necessity of it.” 

                                                 
26 Reclaiming Revolution:  Standing Together to Organize a Revolutionary Movement (STORM)”, Spring, 2004, p. 34, 

accessed on June 13, 2011 at http://www.restoringamerica.org/stormsummation.pdf . 

http://www.restoringamerica.org/stormsummation.pdf
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It is time we as a nation recognize that encouraging work for its own sake, that 
encouraging a sense of pride in a job well done, and a desire to stand on one’s own two 
feet are needed if we are to regain the economic greatness of America.   

In summary, then, faith, family and a return to the American work ethic are the 
watch words that social conservatives are looking for in the next President of the United 
States.  These are the solutions we need, not revolution and the resulting despotism 
such ideologues from groups like STORM and their ilk preach as a form of panacea.   

America needs a President with 2020 Vision who is not afraid to proclaim 
this message. 
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Seeing Clearly on Economics:  Using 
2020 Vision to Discern Fact vs. Rhetoric 

 
Modern America is consumed by a 24/7 news cycle, where the talking heads 

focus on one-sentence sound bites.  Questions which end in the request to “please 
answer yes or no” pass for sophisticated journalistic inquiry.  In such a system, we 
cannot hope to identify, let alone solve, problems.  One side appeals to “Reaganomics”, 
the other to “Obamanomics,” yet neither side seeks to educate the public about 
Economics.  Thus, in the current environment, elements of our society can use class 
warfare arguments to deflect scrutiny away from the serious, systematic issues that face 
our nation’s economy.  Those who seek to solve the problem are called cruel and 
heartless, and the “Point/Counterpoint” media fosters a gladiator style theater to cheer 
on their respective combatants. 
 
 In this environment, the Republican candidate for President of the United States 
must break through the cacophony of voices on the looming debt crisis.  He or she must 
capture the attention of the American public, and then educate America as to the issues 
facing us in a way not seen since Ross Perot used charts to talk to the nation.  Too 
many times, political consultants posing as credible media experts refer to economic 
“facts” which no one checks to hold these talking heads accountable.   
 

To move forward to resolve the debt crisis, the Republican presidential candidate 
needs to educate the American People on the importance of private enterprise.  We 
need a President who understands the truth of this principle.  In 2012, those seeking the 
Presidency of the United States should heed the words of President John F. Kennedy – 
a Democrat - who said in his April, 1962 speech to the US Chamber of Commerce:27 

 
If American business does not earn sufficient revenues to earn a fair profit, 
this Government cannot earn sufficient revenues to cover its outlays.  If 
American business does not prosper and expand, this Government 
cannot make good its pledges of economic growth.  Our foreign 
policies call for an increase in the sale of American goods abroad, but it is 
business, not Government, who must actually produce and sell these 
goods. (Emphasis added). 

 
 

 
The Three Pillars of a 2020 Vision for Economic 

Education 
 

                                                 
27 Lantz, David: Bill Clinton, You’re No John F. Kennedy, P. 68.  Quote from Kennedy’s speech “Government and 

Business: Basic Issues and Relations.” 
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Education for its own sake must first break through the noise of the 24/7 news 
cycle if it is to have a chance of succeeding.  To educate the American People on the 
issues facing us, we must come to grips with how Keynesian economic thinking has led 
us to the edge of the debt cliff.  We need a President with a vision for what the year 
2020 should look like.  To begin this economic education of America in the 2012 
election, the Republican Candidate for President must apply the following three pillars of 
economic understanding to help the voting public better understand how to deal with 
this crisis. 

 
1. The “business cycle” is controlled more by the tidal forces of demographic 

change than by taxation and spending policy. 

2. Examine the history of US tax policy to move beyond the rhetoric of “cut 
taxes” vs. “tax the rich.” 

3. Recognize that more “stimulus spending” only creates more debt, and that 
true economic investment applies the principles articulated by John F. 
Kennedy, that if American business does not prosper and expand, this 
Government cannot make good its pledges of economic growth.  

 

1. The Need to Better Understand What Drives the Business Cycle 
 
When John Maynard Keynes wrote his General Theory, he got people to focus 

on short run economic events.  While previous economists such as Adam Smith and 
John Baptiste Say had focused on the long run effect of economic forces, Keynes 
retorted “In the long run, we’re all dead.”  As the prophet to whom FDR turned to justify 
the New Deal, Keynes reformed economic thinking to believe that it was the duty of 
government to manage the economy.  His chief tool:  Short term government stimulus 
spending and tax policy. 

 
However, Keynes quickly realized that because wages were “sticky downwards,” 

it wasn’t possible to reduce spending as easily as it was to increase spending.  
Therefore, deficit spending and borrowing were excused by economists who justified 
the practice, saying “we’re borrowing the money from ourselves.”  

 
Thus, economists focused on short term business cycles tied to changes in 

government policies.  However, at the same time Keynes was developing his theories, a 
Russian economist, Nikolai Kondratieff, wrote a book titled “The Major Economic 
Cycles.”  He proposed what is now known as the “Kondratieff Long Wave Theory” that 
explained economic growth and decline by looking at the tidal forces caused by 
changing demographics. 

 
In the accompanying graph, we see that births per 1,000 population peaked near 

the turn of the century in the early 1900s.  Births have declined as infant mortality has 
fallen and life expectancy has increased, but even given that, we can see that birth 
rates bottomed out in the early 1930s and reached a new peak in the late 1940s and 
early 1950s before declining again to a low in the mid 1970s.   Under the Long Wave 
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Theory, these babies, when they grow up and enter the labor force, may face periods of 
higher unemployment (if born during years of peak birth rates), or relative low 
unemployment (if born during years of low birth rates).  

 
 

U. S. Births Per 1,000 Population, 1909 – 2004 
The Blue Segment is the Postwar Baby Boom.28  

 
  
 

 
 
 
The following graph displays unemployment rates from 1890 to 2009.  Notice that 

unemployment is high when “baby boom” generations born around 1900 and 1950 
reach 30 years of age.  Unemployment rates are relatively low for generations born 
around 1930 and 1980 during the “baby busts.”29 

 
 

                                                 
28 "Vital Statistics of the United States, 2003, Volume I, Natality", Table 1-1 "Live births, birth rates, and 

fertility rates, by race: United States, 1909-2003." Graph is displayed at  
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baby_Boom_Generation 
29 Graph source is http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/9c/US_Unemployment_1890-2009.gif   

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baby_Boom_Generation
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/9c/US_Unemployment_1890-2009.gif
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When viewed through the prism of long demographic waves, we can see that 

changes in the economy ebb and flow like ocean tides.  We need to understand which 
types of economic policies go with, not against the tides.  I’ll come back to this issue 
later in this essay.  But first, we need to look at the second of our three pillars, and 
examine the history of tax policy in the US. 

 

2.  Examining History to Move Beyond the Rhetoric of Tax Policy 
 
 There are some who say we should raise taxes on the rich to dig our way out of 
the hole we’re in.    But if raising taxes on the rich is the answer, then why stop there?  
In 2008, according to the CBO, US aggregate income was $7.8 trillion dollars.30  Of that, 
17.67% was earned by the top 1 percent of all income earners.  That works out to be 
$1.38 trillion.  What if we were to simply take all their money to pay off the debt?  
Because we have over $14 trillion of debt, we would have to confiscate 100% of the top 
1 percent of the riches’ income for the next ten years.  
 
 Further detailed analysis, however, indicates that not all $1.38 trillion is actually 
“wage income” in the way most people think of income.  According to the same CBO 
data (Table A7 of the excel page in footnote 4), we learn that 55.7% of the $1.38 trillion 
is considered wage income, while 28.3% is “Entrepreneurial Income” which is chiefly S. 
Corporation income.  Therefore, if we take 100 percent of these people’s income, it is 

                                                 
30 Hannah Shaw and Chad Stone.  Tax Data Show Richest 1 Percent Took a Hit in 2008, But Income Remained 

Highly Concentrated at the Top, Center for Poicy and Budget Priorities, May 25, 2011. Detailed data accessed on 

July 12 at http://elsa.berkeley.edu/~saez/TabFig2008.xls  

http://elsa.berkeley.edu/~saez/TabFig2008.xls
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likely that a significant number of small business owners in America will have to close 
their businesses, meaning that many people will become unemployed. 
 
 To borrow a metaphor:  That’s killing the goose that lays the golden egg! 
 
 In 1932, people had the same idea.  They wanted to tax the rich, and so they 
increased taxes in the midst of a severe recession.   
 

Comparison of Selected Tax Rates Before and After the Tax Act of 193231 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Under Republican President, Herbert Hoover, the income tax wasn’t the only tax 
that was raised.  In 1930, the United States passed the largest increase in tariffs ever 
recorded.  The Smoot Hawley Tariff raised tariffs by 60%.  Little progress was made in 
reducing tariffs until a Democrat took office.  In 1962, Kennedy gained passage of the 
Trade Expansion Act, which eventually led to a 35% reduction in US tariffs.  The Trade 
Expansion Act underscored Kennedy’s belief, quoted earlier, that “Our foreign policies 
call for an increase in the sale of American goods abroad, but it is business, not 
Government, who must actually produce and sell these goods.”  But cutting tariffs and 
expanding global trade was not the only area where Kennedy sought to reduce taxes 
and free the US economy so it could grow. 
 

Following the tax increases enacted under President Hoover, several successive 
administrations continued to increase taxes.  When Kennedy became President, those 
making between $0 and $4,000 paid 20% in taxes, while those making over $200,000 
paid the top rate, 91%.   Throughout his presidency, JFK advocated a tax cut, and in a 
speech in September, 1963, said:32 
 

Without a tax cut, there is at present no ascertainable prospect for 
reaching a balance.  But with a tax cut, despite a temporary transitional 
increase in the deficit, this Nation can move within a very few years to an 

                                                 
31 The Tax Foundation. US Federal Income Tax History, 1913 – 2011. Accessed on July 12 at    

http://www.taxfoundation.org/publications/show/151.html  

32 Lantz, David: Bill Clinton, You’re No John F. Kennedy.  P. 50.  Quote from Kennedy’s speech “Tax Reduction:  

Not opposed to Expenditure Control.” 

   Tax Rates in 1931   Tax Rates in 1932 

Rate Income Range  Rate Income Range 

1.5% $0 - $4,000  4% $0 - $4,000 

3.0% $4,000 -  $8,000  8% $4,000 -  $6,000 

24% $80,000 - $100,000  46% $80,000 - $82,000 

25% $100,000 and up  56% $100,000 - $150,000 

   63% $1,000,000 and Up 
 

http://www.taxfoundation.org/publications/show/151.html
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even higher trend of economic activity capable of sustaining both full 
employment and a balanced budget. 

 
  A Republican, Herbert Hoover, thought that raising tariffs in 1930 and income 
taxes in 1932 would help the economy.  Instead, this failed tax policy turned a recession 
into the Great Depression.  It was not until a Democrat, John F. Kennedy, came into 
office, that we began to cut taxes, cut tariffs, and sought to trade with the rest of the 
world.   
 
 And yet, in spite of this legacy of Kennedy as a tax cutter, the Democrats wish to 
become the new Herbert Hoovers of the 21st century. 
 
 In recent years, we have heard the mantra, “Bush cut taxes on the Rich.”  Yes, 
the tax rate for the wealthiest Americans decreased from 39.5% to 35%.  But, as the 
following table makes clear, President George W. Bush also cut taxes on the poorest 
Americans, as well as middle income earners.  

 
Tax Rates, Married Filing Jointly, President Clinton vs. President Bush33 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Under President Clinton, if you made $10,000, you paid 15% in taxes.  Under 
President Bush, you had a 5% tax rate cut.  Under President Clinton, if you made 
$50,000, you paid 27.5% in taxes.  Under President Bush, you paid 15%.  The point is 
simply this:  It is misleading to say that “Bush cut taxes on the Rich”.  He also cut taxes 
on everyone making less than $200,000.  Thus, the “non-rich” also got a tax cut.  
 
 In 2012, The Republican candidate for President needs to help educate the 
American People on the facts behind the rhetoric.  When he or she does, we will- finally 
– be ready to move beyond the rhetoric of class warfare over tax policy to solve the 
problems facing our country.  
 
 

3.  More Stimulus Spending Creates More Debt 
                                                 
33 The Tax Foundation. US Federal Income Tax History, 1913 – 2011. Accessed on July 12 at    

http://www.taxfoundation.org/publications/show/151.html  

   Clinton Tax Rates, 1993  Bush Tax Rates, 2003 

Rate Income Range  Rate Income Range 

15% $0 - $45,200  10% $0 - $16,050 

27.5% $45,200 -  $109,250  15% $16,050 - $65,100 

30.5% $109,250 - $166,500  25% $65,100 - $131,450 

35.5% $166,500 – 297,350   28% $131,450 - $200,300 

39.1% $297,350 and Up  33% $200,000 - $357,350 

   35% $357,700 and Up 
 

http://www.taxfoundation.org/publications/show/151.html
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I was born in 1956, three years after my dad came home from the Korean war. In 
1961, we moved out of an apartment and into a brand new house my parents had built. 
Like my folks, millions of other Americans did the same thing.  Both my parents were 
born in 1931, near the bottom of the birth trend shown in the first graph.  Their parents 
were born near the turn of the century, near the peak of the previous birth cycle.  

When tax rates rose in 1932 and again in 1937, government made life much 
more difficult for people living in my grandparents’ generation.  When my parents were 
starting to build their lives and my father was opening his Optometry practice, high taxes 
didn’t help, but they didn’t stop him from starting his business.  The build-out of the 
Interstate Highway system of the 1950s was generating productivity gains in the 
economy.  Because the rest of the world had been bombed back to the previous 
century, US manufacturing had no competition. 

Never mind the fact that the top marginal tax rate in 1961 was 91 percent. Never 
mind that President Kennedy didn’t start seriously pushing for a tax cut until 1963, and 
that it was enacted after his assassination in November of that year. Never mind the fact 
that the Great Society programs of the Johnson Administration led to an explosion in 
government spending, adding endless bureaucracy to the American economy that in 
today’s economic climate would have seriously reduced economic growth. Never mind 
that at the same time as we had the war on poverty, we had the war in Viet Nam.  Had 
we tried the same thing in 2010, we would have killed any hope for domestic economic 
growth.  

Forget all those things, because in the years from 1946 to 1963, there was a 
“baby boom” going on. Those young families, just like my family, needed new houses, 
new appliances, new cars, and new clothes. The point: There was a demographic tidal 
wave taking place. Government policies could either “ride the wave” to facilitate demand 
for new goods and services, which is what the Kennedy tax cuts did, or be brushed 
away like a mosquito, which is what happened to the dramatic increase in government 
spending. 

And just as people were pessimistic in the 1930s, the economy was in 
depression and few had real hope for the future, the economy of the 1960s was doing 
great.  People were optimistic and wanted to start families, and nothing was going to get 
in the way of that. Today, once again, the economy looks bleak, the baby boom 
generation is looking at retiring, Americans are not optimistic, and young people are 
waiting to start families. 

I believe that this observation holds an important insight for how we deal with the 
economy. We need to look at economic trends the same way we look at ocean tides. 
Tides come in, and they go out. You go surfing when the tide comes in – you ride the 
wave. You look for sea shells when the tide goes out. In both cases, you work with, not 
against, the tide.  
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   In the 1950s and 60s, it made sense to promote policies that made it easy to buy 
a home. You went WITH the tide of demographics. In the 1990s and 2000s, we came 
up with what’s been called the “sub-prime” home loan program to promote purchases of 
new homes. Not only was the sub-prime mortgage policy a bad idea, it tried to stimulate 
more home building at the same time the Baby Boom generation was wanting to sell 
existing houses.  It DID NOT make sense to pursue this policy – it went AGAINST the 
tide of demographic change.   

 In the 1950s, we built an interstate super highway system.  In the 1990s, we built 
the Internet and the Online Super Highway.  In 1996, we passed the 
Telecommunications Deregulation Act, which laid the foundation for investment in fiber 
optic communications and the backbone of high speed (instead of dial-up) Internet 
connectivity. 

 The secret of these types of economic policies was that we applied the wisdom 
espoused by President Kennedy:  To make sure that business could succeed so that 
the American government could make good on its goal of economic growth. 

In 2012, we need a Presidential Candidate with 2020 vision who can make the 
case that the private sector, not the government sector, is the key to fueling the 
American economy in the 21st Century.  We should consider how we can win markets 
on a global scale, and not be content to only sell to Americans.  We built the Online 
Super Highway.  It’s time we learned how to use it to fuel our economy, instead of 
cowering from the rest of the world and trying to pretend that it does not exist.   

 

Conclusion 

 This is the challenge we face:  To realize that because we are free, because we 
have an economic system that promotes competition, we can out produce the world.  As 
Calvin Coolidge once said, “The business of America is business.”  In 2012, we need a 
Republican candidate for President who can rekindle the vision of John F. Kennedy.  In 
this Kennedy moment, he or she must help America rekindle its spirit, renew our nation, 
and lead us with a vision for 2020 to meet the challenges of the 21st century.  
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Seeing Clearly to Sever the Gordian 
Knot of Regulatory Strangulation 

The American Dream is on life support.  It has been mugged and beaten by the 
mentality that says anything you do that I don’t like, I will sue you for.  It has been 
crushed by a government bureaucracy that passes rule after rule, expecting small 
businesses as well as large to comply, or suffer the consequences.  A 2010 report by 
the Small Business Administration titled The Impact of Regulatory Costs on Small Firms 
found that; “As of 2008, small businesses face an annual regulatory cost of $10,585 per 
employee, which is 36 percent higher than the regulatory cost facing large firms 
(defined as firms with 500 or more employees).”34   

Such costs are killing the economic engine that creates small businesses.  To 
understand the mentality behind this increasing burden of regulations, one can turn to 
the issue of product liability and frivolous law suits.  The famous case of Liebeck vs. 
McDonalds, also known as the “McDonalds Coffee Case,” is the “poster child” for 
frivolous law suits which, in turn, generate more and more regulations to “protect” us 
from ourselves.   

Introducing the Stella Awards 

In 1994, an elderly woman by the name of Stella Liebeck sued McDonalds when 
she experienced third degree burns as a result of spilling McDonalds coffee on herself.  
In her case, it was pointed out that at least 700 other people had suffered burns from 
similar accidents, thereby justifying the notion that McDonalds coffee is hot – and that 
people needed to be warned of that fact.   

Surprisingly, without the benefit of the suit, most people know that coffee can 
create such burns.  When I was in High School, my father once burned himself from 
spilt coffee brewed by my mother in our home.  Yet, he did not sue my mother.  Why 
didn’t he sue my mother, his wife?  Because he had the common sense to understand 
that coffee is hot, and that there are consequences for spilling hot coffee in one’s lap.  
He did not need to see 700 other people burned by my Mother’s coffee to reach that 
conclusion. 

One consequence of the Liebeck case was the creation of the Stella Award35, 
named in honor of the woman who brought the law suit.  Some claim that the award is 
fictional, but its focus strikes a resounding cord in Amercia:  That we have lost our ability 

                                                 

34  Nicole V. Crain and W. Mark Crain.  The Impact of Regulatory Costs on Small Firms, published under contract for the 

Small Business Administration, September, 2010, p. iv. 

35 Randy Cassingham.  The “Real” Stella’s Case. Updated: July 2008 Accessed at   on 8/21/2011. 

http://www.StellaAwards.com/stella.html      

http://www.stellaawards.com/stella.html
http://www.stellaawards.com/stella.html
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to apply common sense in everyday matters of life.  One man, Phillip K. Howad, even 
wrote a book titled “The Death of Common Sense” in 1994.   

Columnists and pundits around the country have used that metaphor to comment 
on this issue.  In her editorial piece titled “The Death of Common Sense,” columnist Lori 
Borgman wrote in 1998:36 

Finally, Common Sense lost his will to live as the Ten Commandments 
became contraband, churches became businesses, criminals received 
better treatment than victims, and federal judges stuck their noses in 
everything from the Boy Scouts to professional sports. Finally, when a 
woman, too stupid to realize that a steaming cup of coffee was hot, was 
awarded a huge settlement, Common Sense threw in the towel. 

 The McDonalds Coffee Case and the Stella Awards provide a compelling story 
that most Americans can understand.  It is the idea that “common sense and logic will 
not be tolerated anymore,” and that government laws and regulations have tied us in 
knots.   
 

I am reminded of the story of Alexander the Great and the Gordian Knot.  For 
over one hundred years, a knot tied by a king of Phrygia named Gordius was left on 
display by the temple of Zeus in the town of Gordium.  An oracle foretold that whomever 
untied the knot would rule all of Asia.  In 333 B.C. Alexander the Great came to the 
town, drawn by the legend of the knot which had defied many who had attempted to 
untie it over the years.  Frustrated by the knot, Alexander drew his sword and crying, 
"What does it matter how I loose it?" and severed the famous knot.37  
 

While most Americans do not know the details of why and how the increasing 
regulatory burden is crushing America, they recognize its effects.  They understand that 
the notion of “Common Sense” has been abandoned and replaced by a “Nanny State” 
mentality.  They want a President with 2020 vision who will seize this “Alexander the 
Great” moment and sever the Gordian Knot of regulatory red tape that is squeezing the 
life out of this nation. 
 
 

The Regulatory Juggernaut is Out of Control 
 

The Federal Register is the federal government’s publication of record, 
documenting all proposed and final regulations promulgated by the federal bureaucracy.  
In 1936, the first year of its publication, Washington printed 2,620 pages.  In 2010, the 
nation’s regulators published 82,590 pages. 

                                                 
36 Lori Borgman.  The Death of Common Sense, Indianapolis Star, March 15, 1998. Accessed at 

http://www.suddenlysenior.com/deathofcommonsense.html on 8/21/2011. 

37 Alexander-The-Great.co.uk.  “The Gordian Knot”.  Accessed August 27, 2011 at http://www.alexander-the-

great.co.uk/gordian_knot.htm  

http://www.suddenlysenior.com/deathofcommonsense.html
http://www.alexander-the-great.co.uk/gordian_knot.htm
http://www.alexander-the-great.co.uk/gordian_knot.htm
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In 1970, nearly 31 percent of Americans employed in the private sector worked in 
manufacturing.   Today, less than 11 percent of private sector employees work in 
manufacturing.  Only 20,036 pages were printed in the Federal Register in 1970.  But 
the next year, the Congress created the Environmental Protection Agency, and the 
Nixon Administration embarked on its “New Economic Poilcy,” imposing wage and price 
controls.  Regulations, as reflected in the number of pages printed in the Federal 
Register, skyrocketed.  This information is provided in the graph below:38 

 
 

 
  

Notice that the number of pages in the Federal Register exploded in the 1970s, 
fell during the Reagan Presidency in the 1980s, and then once again increased during 
Presidents George H. W. Bush and Bill Clinton Administrations, but remained fairly flat 
from 2002 to 2008.  However, from 2001 – 2008, the regulatory compliance cost to 
industry grew by $60 billion.  Under President Obama, the growth of new, costly 
regulations has accelerated.   Just 75 regulations passed in the first 26 months of the 
Obama administration are estimated to have cost private business $40 billion 
annually.39  As a consequence, employment in federal regulatory agencies since 2008 
has grown 13%, compared to a decline in private sector jobs of 5.6% during the same 
time.40 
                                                 

38 Federal Register Pages Published Annually, Office of the Federal Register and the year end Federal Register, accessed 8/25 

at http://www.llsdc.org/attachments/wysiwyg/544/fed-reg-pages.pdf  

39 James Gattuso and Diane Katz.  Red Tape Rising:  A 2011 Mid-Year Report, The Heritage Foundation, July 25, 2011.  

Backgrounder #2586, p. 2. 

40 John Merline.  Regulation Business, Jobs Booming Under Obama, Investors Business Daily, 8/15/2011.  Accessed at 

http://www.investors.com/NewsAndAnalysis/Article/581555/201108151901/Regulatory-Agencies-Staffing-Up.aspx on 

8/27/2011. 

http://www.llsdc.org/attachments/wysiwyg/544/fed-reg-pages.pdf
http://www.investors.com/NewsAndAnalysis/Article/581555/201108151901/Regulatory-Agencies-Staffing-Up.aspx
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 Clearly, as in the case of the Stella Awards, the Nanny State has run amuck in 
the federal government.  Government employment expands in order to regulate a 
shrinking private sector.  This is contrary to common sense, for instead of the 
government being the servant of the people, it has become their master. 
   
 

The Three Pillars of a 2020 Vision for Unshackling 
America from Regulatory Masters 

 
 

America needs a President with 2020 vision to cut through the red tape that is 
strangling this nation.  He or she must apply three pillars of common sense logic to 
achieve an “Alexander the Great” moment to sever the Gordian Knot of regulation.  
These three pillars are: 

 
1. Restore Common Sense and Sever the Gordian Knot via a “Stella Award” method 

of shaming those who strangle our economy. 

2. Transparency has expanded as the Internet has exploded, so regulate via greater 
reliance on contestable markets. 

3. Require Congressional authorization of costly regulations, and subject government 
bureaucracies to Sunset Review. 

 
1.  Restore Common Sense and Root Out the Stella Award 

Winners of Government Bureaucracy. 
 
Our existing regulatory model is predicated on a 1970s mindset.  It’s a mindset 

that still thinks we are a manufacturing, blue-collar driven society instead of a services-
oriented, knowledge driven economy.  We take the attitude that since a new product, 
service or software innovation might hurt someone, it will hurt someone.  Therefore, we 
must create a regulation to make sure someone won’t get hurt.  This is the 
“precautionary principle.” 

 
One example of the precautionary principle and how a new technology might hurt 

us  is the irradiation of food.  For years, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has 
prohibited the free use of irradiated food.  In one 1997 report, it was reported that the 
FDA required the packaging label contain a statement “Treated with Radiation” or 
“Treated by Irradiation.”41   

 

                                                 
41 Crutchfield, Stephen R. et. al. An Economic Assessment of Food Safety Regulations: The New Approach to Meat and Poultry 

Inspection, p. 17.  Accessed at http://ddr.nal.usda.gov/bitstream/10113/22830/1/CAT10834714.pdf on 

8/27/2011. 

http://ddr.nal.usda.gov/bitstream/10113/22830/1/CAT10834714.pdf
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Since 2004, the FDA has regulated irradiation as an “additive,” even though there 
is nothing added to food in the process.   Irradiation is often used for food that has 
already been packaged.  This causes a concern that the packaging, when subjected to 
the irradiation process, might lead to the creation of “radiolysis products (RP) generated 
in the packaging materials under the conditions at which prepackaged foods are 
irradiated.”  While study after study has found that RPs are NOT created by irradiation, 
one study justified continued caution, stating:42 

 
These RPs and others with higher exposures have been evaluated and 
determined to be safe. Although RPs from the currently regulated 
materials are not of concern, new polymers might yield RPs of 
toxicological concern (emphasis added). 
   
Though some changes have been made to increase the use of this process, a 

2010 General Accounting Office report, Food Irradiation: FDA Could Improve Its 
Documentation and Communication of Key Decisions on Food Irradiation Petitions 
stated the FDA’s labeling requirements greatly reduce the use of irradiation.  The FDA’s 
regulatory confusion hurts those businesses trying to introduce this new process, while 
protecting established food processing companies. 

 
The Mercatus Center of Georgetown University, in their 2009 report, 21st Century 

Regulation: Discovering Better Solutions for Enduring Problems, says that we must 
reject the “precautionary principle” which “opens the door to regulation based on 
subjective and arbitrary political bias.”  On page 13 of their report, they state: 

 
The intent of regulation is almost always to protect consumers, society, or 
some other subgroup of the population from harm.  However, a side effect 
of regulation is often that incumbent and well-connected firms use it to 
drive out competitors.  For decades, firms have lobbied for regulations that 
raise competitors’ costs and create an uneven playing field.  
 
Some have taken steps to fight back.  Philip Howard, the author of “The Death of 

Common Sense,” is making an effort to start a nation-wide movement to “start over” and 
get rid of the regulatory quagmire which has entrapped us.  In defining the problem 
facing our nation, Howard writes on his website, www.commongood.org : 43 

 
Modern law is based on the false premise that law is self-executing. So 
regulators organized society like an assembly line—trying to avoid human 
error by millions of words of regulation that eliminate human judgment. We 
don’t trust judges either—so we allow lawsuits over almost anything. But 
determining what’s right or fair always requires a value judgment. To take 
responsibility, people must be free to make responsible choices. Society 

                                                 
42 Kristina E. Paquette.   Irradiation of Prepackaged Food: Evolution of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration's Regulation of 

the Packaging Materials, ACS Symposium Series 875 Irradiation of Food and Packaging, 2004, Chapter 12 pages 182-202. 
43 Philliip Howard. The Problem: Drowning in Law, accessed at http://www.commongood.org/pages/the-problem on 8/27/2011. 

http://www.commongood.org/
http://www.commongood.org/pages/the-problem
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can’t work unless everyone, at every level of responsibility, has freedom to 
use their common sense. 
 
We must re-assess the role of common sense, which has been replaced by a 

nanny state regulatory mindset.  American businesses live in fear of being sued, and 
are reluctant to take any action which may expose them to frivolous lawsuits.  Using the 
idea of the Stella Awards, the next President of the United States should have the 
courage to distribute “Gordian Knot Awards” to government agencies that create 
regulations that defy economic common sense, and then work to reduce or eliminate 
such regulations. 
 

2. Transparency Has Expanded as the Internet Has Exploded, So 
Regulate via Greater Reliance on Contestable Markets. 

 
In 1970, Americans got their news from three TV stations and the local 

newspaper.  Those like Ralph Nader, who sought to champion consumer rights, were 
few and far between.  As a consequence, only a handful of people knew the dangers of 
asbestos, hazardous waste dumps, or that coffee from McDonalds was so hot, it could 
burn you if spilled in your lap. 

 
Today, not only do we have hundreds of TV stations, we also have the Internet.  

Information on product quality, customer service, and competitor pricing has never been 
more plentiful.  Applying the concept of contestable markets, businesses will naturally 
seek to offer the best product at the best price with the best service, or suffer the loss of 
market share to competitors who do.  How do consumers find out which companies 
should receive the vote of their dollars, and which should not?  The Internet.  This tool 
did not exist in 1970 when the current regulatory mindset began to take hold. 

 
But the Internet exists now.  
 
Let’s use the car buying process to illustrate how the Internet is making it easier 

to use contestable markets to weed out “lemons” in the car sales industry. 
 

Imagine the year is 1995, and you want to purchase a car.  Chances are, you go 
to the library to access the Readers Guide to Periodical Literature, a green colored 
booklet published by the H. W. Wilson Company that compiled information on articles 
published in major magazines and journals.  You look up Consumer Reports and find 
the most recent issue in which they rated various major car models. 

 
Unless you were a loan officer at a bank, a licensed car action merchant or 

worked in a car dealership, you did not have access to the manufacturer’s Blue Book, 
listing the value of each car model. The Blue Book was the “bible” for professionals in 
the car industry for assessing a car’s value.  The typical customer did not have access 
to this document.  This monopoly on the access to information allowed the auto industry 
to earn a decent profit margin on cars sold.  They also knew that if they could influence 
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the publishers of Consumer Reports, they could receive a favorable rating, thus 
boosting car sales. 

 
The introduction of the Internet broke the monopoly over information.  By 2005, 

the information found in the Blue Book was fairly wide spread.  Owners of different 
model cars could post their own reviews on the cars they owned, thus breaking the 
monopoly of consumer information that had built Consumer Reports’ subscription base.   

 
The result:  Profit margins earned by car dealerships fell.  Car manufacturers 

were forced to reduce costs, increase quality, and improve service – or suffer the loss of 
market share to those manufacturers and sales organizations that were willing to do so.  
In economics, this is known as “the theory of contestable markets”.  It is the idea that 
market forces will self-regulate a product, service, or industry.  So long as information is 
free flowing, and the consumer has access to the information he or she needs to make 
a good decision, consumers as a group will “vote with their dollars.”  Those companies 
that do a good job will survive and thrive.  Those that fail to do so will go out of 
business. 

 
In 1996, the Congress passed the Telecommunications Deregulation Act, which 

accelerated the growth of the Internet.  Today, anyone with computer and internet 
access can surf the Internet, post information, and evaluate good and bad products.  
With the help of the Internet, consumers could now make informed votes with their 
dollars.  In many cases, as we saw earlier with the example of irradiated food, those 
industries threatened with the loss of market share used their PAC dollars and lobbyists 
to pass regulations, insulating themselves from competition.  At the same time 
information exploded, informing personal decisions, Washington created an explosion in 
regulations intended to “protect” a society that, increasingly, could protect itself via the 
“invisible hand” of prudently exercised self interest.  
 

If you were to take a political science course in college today, you would be 
introduced to the term “cozy triangle,” also sometimes called an “iron triangle.”  It is the 
idea that a power constituency group might partner with a powerful bureaucracy to 
enact regulations that favor one group over another.  All that is needed is a powerful 
politician who benefits in political contributions, stock ownership, or other forms of 
financial and non-financial remuneration.  Some, such as John Stossell and Rush 
Limbaugh, have called this practice “Crony Capitalism”. 

 
The Republican Presidential Candidate in 2012 must have a vision to use the 

forces of contestable markets to condemn Crony Capitalism by Democrats and 
Republicans alike.  He or she must focus on ways to strengthen the free flow of 
information so that consumers can make sound choices, and be given incentives to use 
their money in the most economical means possible.  In that way, we will implement the 
concept of contestable markets, and award companies based on merit, not government 
rigged regulations that favor one outcome over another. 
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3. Require Congressional Authorization of Costly Regulations, 
and Subject Government Bureaucracies to Sunset Review. 

 
We must hold the President and the Congress accountable for abdicating their 

responsibility to govern this nation and leaving it in the hands of faceless bureaucrats.  
The next President must employ 2020 vision to require Congress to vote directly on 
proposed regulations which increases compliance costs.  Furthermore, all existing 
government agencies not specifically created by the Constitution should become 
subject to Sunset Legislation and review by the General Accounting Office.  Only those 
agencies that merit continued existence should be re-authorized. 

 
On August 3, 1993, the Congress passed, and President Bill Clinton Signed, the 

Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA).  The Act focused on the results of 
regulation, requiring government agencies to produce annual reports on how well the 
regulations they created were working. The Office of Management and Budget prepared 
a rating tool to measure how well these regulations did, and at what cost. 

 
However, the government has never used this tool.  Only recently, the Obama 

Administration began to implement a “modernized” version of the GPRA, and has 
established a website to review this at performance.gov.  However, there has never 
been anything preventing the President from implementing this 1993 law by executive 
order.  Therefore, the next President of the United States must insure the 
implementation the GPRA – not as PR window dressing, but as real fat-cutting spending 
reductions.    

 
But, we shouldn’t stop there.  Congress should be required to vote up or down on 

proposed regulations that are estimated to cost over a certain dollar amount; say, 
$100,000,000 million in annual compliance costs.  Furthermore, the President should 
send a bill to Congress requiring that the review criteria already established in this 1993 
GPRA be used to evaluate all regulations.  Those that don’t measure up should be 
terminated under what is called “sunset” legislation.  The Heritage Foundation has 
made a similar recommendation in it’s July 25, 2011 report, Red Tape Rising:44 

 
The natural bureaucratic tendency is to leave old rules and regulations in 
place, even if they have outlived their usefulness. To ensure that 
substantive review occurs, regulations should automatically expire if not 
explicitly reaffirmed by the agency through a notice and comment 
rulemaking. 
 
 

Conclusion 
 

                                                 
44 James Gattuso and Diane Katz.  “Red Tape Rising:  A 2011 Mid-Year Report,” The Heritage Foundation, 

Backgrounder 2586, July 25, 2011, p. 5. 

http://www.govexec.com/dailyfed/0811/082511cc1.htm
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Not all regulations are bad. Certainly, when Upton Sinclair wrote The Jungle in 
1906, regulations were desperately needed in the meat packing industry.  But just as we 
lived through the extreme of no regulation over a century ago, we have replaced it with 
an equally bad extreme of oppressive regulation. 

 
We must restore the rule of common sense and sever the Gordian Knot of 

regulation that is strangling the life out of the American economy.  One way to highlight 
the costly regulations is to hand out Gordian Knot Awards, recognizing the worst in 
government overreaching.  Franklin Delano Roosevelt used a similar practice, 
establishing the Federal Writers’ Project.  This project employed writers who helped to 
promote the policies of the New Deal. Web sites like Common Good, which seeks to 
promote a movement based on the book The Death of Common Sense, Stupid 
Government Waste on Facebook, Herman Cain’s new site 
http://www.thecainsolutions.com/ , and the government’s own website, 
www.performance.gov are just four of many sites people can access to learn about 
destructive regulations and submit for the suggested Gordian Knot Awards.   

 
We must leverage a movement of people who wish to restore Constitutional 

order and Common Sense once again to the governance of this nation. The next 
President of the United States can rise to this “Alexander the Great” moment, sweep 
away Obama’s Botched moment, and tear down this wall of regulation that restrains our 
freedom and restricts our economy.    

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Writers'_Project
http://www.commongood.org/pages/about-us
http://www.facebook.com/StupidGovernmentWaste?sk=wall&filter=2
http://www.facebook.com/StupidGovernmentWaste?sk=wall&filter=2
http://www.thecainsolutions.com/
http://www.performance.gov/
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Searching for Teddy Roosevelt and a 
Vision for Immigration 

 

The issue of illegal immigration, having festered for the last decade, is now 
coming to a boil.  Beginning in the early 2000s, as Americans have been forced to deal 
with the crushing costs of our social entitlement programs, we have sought to limit 
illegal immigration as a way of reducing the welfare costs associated with many such 
immigrants.  More recently, the issue of immigration has been linked to the drug cartels 
of Central America and the threat of terrorist infiltration.  

Thus, we must ask the question:  Are illegal immigrants coming because they 
want to join and become a part of the American experience, or are they coming to 
destroy the American way of life? 

In a post 9/11 world, we cannot afford to give those who wish us harm easy 
access to our society.  Indeed, nearly 100 years ago, Theodore Roosevelt struck a 
similar chord when he said: 

In the first place we should insist that if the immigrant who comes here in 
good faith becomes an American and assimilates himself to us, he shall 
be treated on an exact equality with everyone else, for it is an outrage to 
discriminate against any such man because of creed, or birthplace, or 
origin. But this is predicated upon the man's becoming in very fact an 
American, and nothing but an American...There can be no divided 
allegiance here. Any man who says he is an American, but something else 
also, isn't an American at all. We have room for but one flag, the American 
flag, and this excludes the red flag, which symbolizes all wars against 
liberty and civilization, just as much as it excludes any foreign flag of a 
nation to which we are hostile...We have room for but one language here, 
and that is the English language...and we have room for but one sole 
loyalty and that is a loyalty to the American people. 

Theodore Roosevelt, January 3, 1919 

America is the one country on the face of the planet where people of all nations 
wish to come.  Those who are willing to wait in line, and follow the rules, really want to 
be here.  They come not only to better themselves, but our nation as well.  Those who 
come illegally, aided by a network of groups who have their own agendas for helping 
them get here, are less likely to pledge allegiance to the United States of America.  At 
best, it results in a fracturing of community and culture, not the building and nurturing of 
American culture. At worst, it provides cover for those who wish to do our nation harm 
as they invade, undermine and destroy our nation in a post 9/11 world. 

 Teddy Roosevelt calls to us today, admonishing our leaders to be loyal to the 
American people.  In 2012, we are looking for a President with a vision for 2020 who 
agrees with President Roosevelt’s statement that “There can be no divided allegiance 
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here.  Any man who says he is an American, but something else also, isn’t an American 
at all.” 

  

 

The Three Pillars of a 2020 Vision for Immigration 
Policy 

 

In his farewell address, George Washington made the following statement: 

Citizens, by birth or choice, of a common country, that country has a right 
to concentrate your affections. The name of American, which belongs to 
you in your national capacity, must always exalt the just pride of patriotism 
more than any appellation derived from local discriminations. 
  

Much has been said about building fences to keep illegal aliens out, about not 
having amnesty, and about creating a path to citizenship for those who are the children 
of illegal aliens and have known America as their only home.  All these issues, while 
important, skirt the real issue – that we have not asked immigrants to become 
Americans, because we have forces here in America that wish to subvert the very 
essence of what being an American means.   

From the statements of Teddy Roosevelt and George Washington, I wish to distill 
the following Three Pillars upon which a policy toward illegal immigration must be 
based. 

1. Identify and halt efforts to grant illegal immigrants voting rights and thus undermine 
the integrity of our electoral system of government.   

2. Focus our criminal justice resources on illegal aliens who traffic in identity theft from 
legitimate American citizens as a way to mask their illegal gun and narcotics trade.    

3. Identify and end the collusion between criminal, foreign and domestic political 
elements to corrupt the American free enterprise and political system. 

 

1. Identify and halt efforts to grant illegal immigrants voting rights 
and thus undermine the integrity of our electoral system of 
government.   

 

According to their website, www.immigrantvoting.org, The Immigrant Voting 
Project “is a resource and a network dedicated to promoting informed discussion about 
the practice of non-citizen immigrants voting.”  That’s right – they want to give non-
citizens the right to vote.  Their website indicates that non-citizens were allowed to vote 
up until the 1920s.  It is no coincidence that the practice of non-citizen voting came to 

http://www.immigrantvoting.org/
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an end not long after Teddy Roosevelt spoke out against it.  He raised then – and we 
should raise now – the question:  “What happens to a nation when people who do not 
have the country’s best interests at heart take over from within?”  

 
If this happens, we will loose our national self-identity, and witness the American 

Way of Life denigrated to being about nothing more than “all that stuff.”  While most 
Americans agree with this sentiment, many don’t realize that there is a concerted effort 
to destroy the American Way of Life by undermining the electoral system of this nation. 

 In 2005, Representative Luis Gutierrez (D-IL) was the Chairman of the 
Democratic Caucus Immigration Task Force.  In the mid-2000s, Gutierrez, a member of 
Congress from the Chicago area, was at one time considering a run for mayor of that 
city.  He expressed interest in tapping illegal aliens and mobilizing them to build a 
political power base.   In 2006, he said the following:  "Instead of marches in 50, 60, 70 
cities, we're going to set up citizenship workshops in 50, 60 70 cities. 45  And I want to 
be a spokesperson for people that are new to this country.”46  
 
 When Representative Gutierrez engaged in his efforts to obtain voting privileges 
for illegal aliens, he was cheered by the Socialist Party, USA.  In 2006, Co-Chair Raul 
Cano said: 47 
 

As a political Party, the SPUSA has been active in this issue, with many of 
our locals and at large membership working with and leading the 
immigrant rights struggle. We fight for an amnesty program for all who are 
currently in this country. We stand against a guest worker program and 
instead propose an immigration policy that is reflective of a mobile work 
force. All who work in this country should have full protection under 
our laws and are entitled to the full benefits of citizenship.” (emphasis 
added). 

 
It’s not surprising that in the current environment, this same organization is now 

encouraging the Occupy Wall Street movement.  From their own website, we read the 
following:48 

 
The Socialist Party USA supports the mobilizations to occupy Wall St. in 
New York and various cities across the US and encourages our locals to 
take part in these actions. 

                                                 
45 Cbs2Chicago.com Politics Page, May 13, 2006. “Rep. Gutierrez Proposes Citizenship Effort,” Associated Press Interview. 

Cited in Point/Counter Point: Illegal Aliens and the American Way of Life, p. 15 by David Lantz. 

46 Bellandi, Deanna. The Associated Press May 8, 2006.  “Gutierrez Wants To Be Spokesman For Immigrants,” Cited in 

Point/Counter Point: Illegal Aliens and the American Way of Life, p. 15 by David Lantz. 

47 Statement of Raul Cano, Co-Chair, Socialist Party USA. “Standing with our Companer@s” Accessed 10/27/2011 at 

http://spmichigan.org/defend-immigrant-workers/ Cited in Point/Counter Point: Illegal Aliens and the American Way of 

Life, p. 15 by David Lantz. 

48 Socialist Party USA Webite, http://socialistparty-usa.org/occupywallstreet.html Accessed 10/27/2011. 

http://www.wisejargon.com/books/point-counterpoint
http://www.wisejargon.com/books/point-counterpoint
http://spmichigan.org/defend-immigrant-workers/
http://www.wisejargon.com/books/point-counterpoint
http://www.wisejargon.com/books/point-counterpoint
http://socialistparty-usa.org/occupywallstreet.html
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It should come as no surprise that other groups have advocated granting illegal 

aliens voting rights in the past, and are now involved with the current Occupy Wall 
Street movement.  As just one example, the New York Coalition to Expand Voting 
Rights wants to let illegal aliens vote in New York.  Here’s what they say on their web 
site’s FAQ page: 49 
 

 “What is the New York Coalition to Expand Voting Rights? The New 
York Coalition to Expand Voting Rights is a broad coalition of individuals 
and organizations working to enact city and state legislation that will give 
immigrants the right to vote in municipal elections. What do you mean by 
"resident"? Who will benefit from this campaign? All New York City 
residents of voting age would be granted the right to vote by this 
legislation without regard to immigration status.” (emphasis added) 

 
 The New York Coalition to Expand Voting Rights is just one of the activities of the 
Immigrant Voting Project.  On their website’s list of Members and Endorsers,  one can 
see a list of groups supporting the Project.  First on the list is the now bankrupt New 
York affiliate of ACORN. 
 
 Like the Socialist Party, the recent Occupy Wall Street movement has ties to 
ACORN and other elements of the Immigrant Voting Project.  In an October 27, 2011 
article published by Catholic Online, revealed: 50  
 

As reported by Fox news, the former director of the New York branch of 
ACORN, Jon Kest, and his affiliates are now canvassing communities 
seeking donations for various causes, then funneling the money to the 
Occupy Wall Street movement. They are masquerading as New York 
Communities for Change (NYCC).  

 Make no mistake.  There is a vast network of groups and organizations which 
have formed an alliance with certain political elements within the Democrat Party to 
undermine the integrity of the electoral system in the United States.  America needs a 
President with 20/20 Vision who will uproot and hold accountable these 5th column of 
anti-American interests, especially if it turns out that these groups are affiliated with 
criminal elements trafficking in stolen identities, guns, and narcotics.   

 
2. Focus our criminal justice resources on illegal aliens who traffic 

in identity theft from legitimate American citizens as a way to 
mask their illegal gun and narcotics trade.    

 

                                                 
49 Immigration Voting Project. New York Coalition to Expand Voting Rights FAQ page, accessed 10/27/2011 at 

http://immigrantvoting.org/Coalition/faq.html Cited in Point/Counter Point: Illegal Aliens and the American Way of Life, p. 

9 by David Lantz. 
50 Anonymous, Catholic Online (NEWS CONSORTIUM), “Disgraced Acorn Taints Occupy Wall Street with 
Corruption,” 10/27/2011.  Accessed 10/27/2011 at http://www.catholic.org/politics/story.php?id=43412  

http://immigrantvoting.org/Coalition/nycoalition.html#MEMBERS%20OF%20THE%20%20NEW%20YORK%20COALITION%20TO%20EXPAND%20VOTING%20RIGHTS
http://immigrantvoting.org/Coalition/faq.html
http://www.wisejargon.com/books/point-counterpoint
http://www.catholic.org/politics/story.php?id=43412
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In 2005, the United States Attorney General, District of Colorado indicted one 
Pedro Castorena, age 42, of Guadalajara, Mexico for masterminding a criminal 
organization responsible for the production and distribution of counterfeit identification 
documents.  He was charged with forming cell groups operating in over a dozen major 
US cities that created forged identities, among other things.  On September 11, 2009, 
he was sentenced to prison.  In the sentencing of Castorena, Judge Lewis T. Babcock 
said: 51 

The production and distribution of 3,000,000 counterfeit identity 
documents allows the inference that there are millions of people who have 
been able, by paying money to the Castorena family and others, to be in 
this country illegally. That is a huge insult to the law of the United States 
and even more to the sovereignty of the United States of America and its 
integrity in its borders. 

 

Efforts to identify and bring to justice such criminals as Castorena, begun under 
the Bush Administration, have been eviscerated under the watch of Attorney General 
Eric Holder and the Obama Administration.  At this time, Congress is investigating the 
Justice Department’s actions in the gun running case known as Fast and Furious.  
Christian Adams, author of Injustice: Exposing the Racial Agenda of the Obama 
Justice Department, has indicated that the Obama Justice Department is blatantly 
ignoring the law, selectively applying it based on race and ethnicity.  In a Wall Street 
editorial, addressing a voter intimidation case against the Black Panthers that was 
dropped, Adams wrote:52 

Most disturbing, the dismissal is part of a creeping lawlessness infusing 
our government institutions. Citizens would be shocked to learn about the 
open and pervasive hostility within the Justice Department to bringing civil 
rights cases against nonwhite defendants on behalf of white victims. Equal 
enforcement of justice is not a priority of this administration. Open 
contempt is voiced for these types of cases.  

What is the result of a policy that does not apply the law to illegal immigrants in a 
post 9/11 world?  The potential for national destruction.  While the vast majority may be 
people who wish nothing more than a better life, there are many who wish to do us 
harm.  As far back as 2006, Congressman Adam Putnam (R-FL) recognized the danger 
of allowing a radical element of illegal immigrants to flout our laws: 53   

                                                 
51 US Attorney General’s Office, District of Colorado: Leader of International Counterfeit Immigration Document 

Ring Sentenced to Federal Prison, September 17, 2009.  Accessed on 10/18/2011 at 
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They are part of MS-13 gangs, they are part of human exploitation or 
sexual traffickers or even terrorists trying to bring in bombs or other 
equipment to do our society fundamental harm.” 

When Iran believes that it can send terrorists to attempt the assassination of 
Saudi Arabian Ambassador Adel al-Jubeir, it is clear that Congressman Putnam’s 
warnings have gone unheeded by the Obama Administration.  Americans demand a 
President with a vision for 2020 who believes that we “have room for but one sole 
loyalty and that is a loyalty to the American people.”  

 

3. Identify and end the collusion between criminal, foreign and 
domestic political elements seeking to corrupt the American 
free enterprise and political system.     

 

Blinded by their own quest to acquire and retain political power, some have no 
idea that they may be serving a fifth column element that wishes to undermine the very 
economic and political foundations of this country.  One union, the Hotel Employees and 
Restaurant Employees International Union, worked with a number of organizations  
promoting the rights of illegal aliens to sponsor the “Freedom Ride.”  (See 
http://www.yclusa.org/article/articleview/1522/1/292/ )   This same union had as a guest 
speaker to its July 17, 2001 international convention, Mexican Secretary of Foreign 
Affairs Jorge Castaneda.  Here’s how Dr. Raul Hinojosa Ojeda from UCLA reported on 
the message Secretary Castaneda conveyed: 54 

 
“In the last few months, the Mexican Government has put forth a new 
comprehensive proposal that consists of five components: 
 

(1) legalization of undocumented workers currently in the United States 
(2) expanded permanent visas program 
(3) enhance guest worker visas program 
(4) border control cooperation 
(5) economic development in immigrant sending regions 

Notice that he called for the legalization of all “undocumented workers.”  He has 
an ally in former Speaker of the House, Nancy Pelosi.  In 2003, Pelosi released a press 
release in which she proudly announced that, because of her efforts, the Federal 
Building in San Francisco was making Mexican Matricula Consular cards available.  The 
Mexican Matricula Consular ID card is an ID card issued to Mexican foreign nationals in 
the United States. The card is useful for illegal aliens living in the United States.  It isn’t 
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required by legal immigrants, who already have legal U.S. government-issued 
documents.  Her press release stated: 55   

“The Mexican Consulate in San Francisco has informed me that the 
San Francisco Federal Building will be the first in the nation to pilot 
the acceptance of the Matricula Consular. I am grateful to the United 
States Marshals Service and the General Services Administration -- the 
agencies responsible for security at the Federal Building -- for working 
with my office on the acceptance of the Matricula Consular. I also wish to 
thank the San Francisco Board of Supervisors, La Raza Centro 
Legal, the Immigrant Legal Resource Center, and other community 
leaders for working with my staff on this important matter.  For 
questions about the acceptance of the matriculas at the Federal Building, 
please contact Harriet Ishimoto of my San Francisco district office at (415) 
556-4862.” (emphasis added). 

 

Americans want a President with 2020 vision who will echo the words of Teddy 
Roosevelt, who said that we: “have room for but one flag, the American flag.”  Some 
believe that catering to illegal immigrants will insure their election.  Nothing can be 
further from the truth. 

Once, years ago, Teddy Roosevelt was the President of the Board of Police 
Commissioners.  Among the laws he was asked to enforce:  The Anti-Sunday drinking 
laws. Time Magazine wrote of Roosevelt this way: 
 

“German Americans, missing their beer gardens, held an anti-Roosevelt parade. 
Two mail bombs arrived and were defused. ‘I would rather see this administration 
turned out for enforcing laws than see it succeed for violating them,’ Roosevelt 
proclaimed.”56 
 

In a letter to his wife, the future president confided that the “Sunday Excise” law 
was causing him political problems.  He wrote:  “It is altogether too strict, but I have no 
honorable alternative save to enforce it and I am enforcing it, to the furious rage of the 
saloon keepers, and of many good people too; for which I am sorry.”57  
 

Of course Teddy Roosevelt, a politician who enforced ALL the laws, went 
on to become President. 

 

The Threat of a Gathering STORM 

                                                 
55 Congresswoman Nancy Pelosi.  Statement on Matricula Consular Identification Card, January 3, 2003.  
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56 Zacks, Richard.  “The Police Commish,” Time Magazine, July 3,2006, p. 59. 
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It is important to draw a connection between the efforts of certain radical groups  
to win votes by giving illegal aliens voter rights, the threat of aiding and abetting criminal 
and terrorist elements who infiltrate the US, and the collusion between criminal, foreign 
and domestic political elements to corrupt the American free enterprise and political 
system.  It is no coincidence that those who seek to overthrow the American Way of Life 
have found a safe haven in the district represented by Nancy Pelosi.  The booklet, 
Reclaiming Revolution: History, Summation and Lessons from the work of the 
Standing Together to Organize a Revolutionary Movement (STORM), was produced 
by a group of self-avowed Marxist-Revolutionists living in the Bay area.  Based on an 
older group called RAW (Roots Against War), the organization:58 

 

“…fused militant direct action, sharp politics and exciting cultural work.  In 
doing so, it laid the groundwork for the next decade of revolutionary 
politics among young people of color in the Bay Area. …(their leaders) … 
were veterans of the Revolutionary Communist Youth Brigade, the youth 
wing of the Revolutionary Communist Party.  Informed by these young 
militants, the group took hard and uncompromising positions that 
expressed anti-capitalist and anti-imperialist politics from the beginning.” 

Conclusion 

As has been pointed out in this essay, there are a number of interlocking groups 
and organizations that promote illegal immigration and are vested in promoting the 
Occupy Wall Street movement.  It will take courage to name them, and stand up to 
them.  America needs a President with a vision for 2020 who embodies the sprit of 
Teddy Roosevelt.  We need a President who understands that when someone comes 
here legally “and assimilates himself to us, he shall be treated on an exact equality with 
everyone else, for it is an outrage to discriminate against any such man because of 
creed, or birthplace, or origin.”   

In 2012, the Republican candidate who can articulate this message will gain the 
trust and respect of the American people. 
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Seeing A 2020 Vision for America’s 
Global Economic Future 

  

On June 27, 2011, Robert Johnson of the Business Insider reported:  “Last year, 
the U.S. Navy bought 59,000 microchips for use in everything from missiles to 
transponders and all of them turned out to be counterfeits from China.”59  Indeed, our 
government leaders have known  about this threat for some time, but it is only now 
coming to light.  One researcher has written: 60 

 The American military faces a growing threat of potentially fatal 
equipment failure—and even foreign espionage—because of counterfeit 
computer components used in warplanes, ships, and communication 
networks. Fake microchips flow from unruly bazaars in rural China to 
dubious kitchen-table brokers in the U.S. and into complex weapons. 
Senior Pentagon officials publicly play down the danger, but government 
documents, as well as interviews with insiders, suggest possible 
connections between phony parts and breakdowns. 

 The Pentagon has been tracking this issue since at least 2003, when its Advisory 
Group on Electron Devices (AGED) released a study about the decline in American 
technology leadership.  In his book, The Betrayal of American Prosperity, author Clyde 
Presowitz quoted the AGED report which stated US technological leadership “is in 
decline,” writing:61 

….the offshore migration of semiconductor chip foundries “must be 
addressed” because it “will potentially slow the engine for economic 
growth.”  It further emhasized that the Department of Defense “faces 
shrinking advantages across ALL technology areas” and noted that as 
U.S. industry shifts its production offshore, it “assigns those nations 
political and military leverage over the United States.” 

  

By 2009, the United States defense-related industrial base had declined to such 
an extent that a study by University of Texas professor Michael Wehler concluded the 
following: Of 16 vital defense foundation industries, America’s capabilities were 
“seriously eroded on thirteen, holding steady in one, and healthy in only two.”62   
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 America has been making half-hearted attempts to resolve this issue through 
diplomatic agreements.  One such agreement is the Anti-Counterfeiting Trade 
Agreement, or ACTA.  A final version of the treaty was issued on December 5, 2010.  
Though four years in the making, the treaty would have had not affect on Chinese 
manufacture and sale of fake semiconductor chips. 

 Why? 

 Because not only would they not sign the treaty, they refused to participate in 
drafting its toothless standards.  China’s Senior Trade Representative, Zhao Hong, 
viewed the ACTA pact as “an instrument to disrupt trade.”63  In writing about this set of 
circumstances in 2010, David C. Buxbaum of Anderson and Anderson LLP wrote: 

China is unlikely to promptly adhere to the treaty. Nevertheless, the 
question will be “why not”?  ACTA, once acceded to by its members will 
definitely strengthen intellectual property protection in member states and 
advance the goals of the TRIPS Agreement. The ACTA Committee and its 
related sub-committees and working groups, may indeed become the 
leading agencies for promoting intellectual property protection. Hopefully, 
China will become a member state of ACTA in the not too distant 
future. (Emphasis added.) 

 

 “Hopefully?”  Restoring America’s economic fortunes on a belief that China and 
the rest of the world will “hopefully” play nice is not a strategy for ensuring America’s 
future in the global economy.  In the 2012 election, America is looking for a president 
with 2020 vision.  We need a President who can see the way forward to create a 
prosperous America that is ready to compete globally in the 21st century.  

 

 

The Three Pillars of a 2020 Vision for America’s Global 
Economic Future 

 
 I teach economics and statistics at the college level for a living.  I have had 
Masters level students from a variety of countries around the world.  One of the things 
that impresses me about them is that they truly love being in America, they want to stay 
here, and they see how America is a force for good in the world. 
 
 Recently, one of my students wrote a paper about how an immigrant from China 
decided to create a business designed to market chopsticks to China and Japan. He 
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understood that in those countries, there is a shortage of wood.  Most of the imports of 
wood to make chop sticks comes from Russia, which recently increased its export tax 
from 5 to 25 percent.  This has caused Asian consumers to seek a lower cost 
alternative.  The name of this South Korean born entrepreneur is Jae Lee, and he’s 
about to expand his factory in Americaus, Georgia, from 102 employees to just over 
900.64 
 
 The story of Jae Lee brings into clear focus the fact that America needs a 
President with 2020 vision for global competitiveness based on the following three 
pillars: 

 
1. Create jobs by marketing to all 7 billion potential customers on the planet, not just 

300 million here in America. 

2. A tax policy that promotes savings and investment instead of spending ourselves 

into a debt abyss. 

3. A global mindset that leverages the experience and relationships of immigrants 

who come to America legally, especially in key, knowledge based industries. 

 

1. Create Jobs by Marketing to all 7 Billion Potential Customers 
on the Planet 

 
In order to sell to the other 7 billion people on the planet, we must create a jobs 

program intent on exporting to those 7 billion people.  Since the end of World War II, 
when the only country that had people with money to buy stuff was the United States, 
we focused on making products to sell to ourselves.  As the rest of the world rebuilt, we 
began to import goods from other countries, like Japan.  We participated in creating a 
global economic network designed on feeding our own addiction to consume.  In the 
process, we ignored the fact that there are consumers living on the rest of the planet. 

In a way, we created our own form of Mercantilism.  This was the trade policy 
Britain followed in the 17th and 18th centuries, where they would not allow skilled textile 
makers to go to America and share advanced manufacturing techniques - they wanted 
to keep all the "advanced technology" in England.  Using the concept of free trade, we 
were willing to allow industries to migrate to other countries in order to produce goods 
more cheaply for consumption here.  We thought we could keep all the advanced 
technology to ourselves, and saw no harm in building factories in other countries. 

But we’re discovering that we can’t keep all those technology secrets to 
ourselves.  In industries such as the semiconductor industry, where it is vital to keep key 
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technology secrets in American hands, it is increasingly more difficult to do so.  Try as 
we might, we can no longer prevent other countries from getting the technology that's 
kept us a step a head of the rest of the world.  It is the same problem that Great Brian 
faced, and failed to overcome. 

We have to re-learn how to compete head to head.  Yet, we now raise our kids in 
sports games where we don't keep score and tell them "everyone’s a winner".  America 
is raising a generation of children to become adults who have no inner drive to succeed 
AT THE EXACT SAME TIME we need people to have a “fire in the belly” to compete in 
a global economy.   

 
In his book, The World is Flat, Thomas Friedman talks about the experience of 

ordering the Dell laptop computer he used to write the book.  He indicates that parts and 
the assembly process involved some 400 companies located in 30 different countries to 
assemble and ship him his computer in a 13 day time period.  His point:  The world is 
global, and the United States had best learn to compete in a global economy.  
Therefore, if we attempt to restrict trade because "we can't compete with their cheap 
labor," we are hurting only one country:  

 
Ours. 

In the 1960s and 70s, we exported cars.  Now, we export IPADS, which a few 
years ago  DID NOT EXIST.  An economist by the name of Joseph Schumpeter called 
this process “creative destruction,” whereby old industries fade or die out completely, 
thereby freeing resources to be used in the creation of new industries and products.  
Instead, we want to prop up old industries, and make it next to impossible for new 
industries to be born.   

And now, as the great recession threatens to become the next Great Depression, 
we wonder why we have no jobs.   

It is not that we are unable to compete. It is that we are passing so many laws, 
taxes and regulations that we are loading ourselves down with 100 lb sacks of cement 
before we even step up to the starting line of world commerce.  And so, after 
recognizing that there are 7 billion people on the planet that are potential customers, 
America needs a President with 2020 vision to see that we must unshackle the 
American economy so that we can compete globally. 

 

2. Promote Savings and Investment Instead of Spending 
Ourselves Into a Debt Abyss. 

To an economist, investment means creating more factories, more machines to 
produce things with, new software and computer systems.  In a word, capital.  To 
politicians, however, the word investment means spending for unemployment, food 
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stamps, welfare and similar things.  However, what has happened is that since 2000, 
government consumption and expenditures (GCE) share’s of GDP has grown, while 
the share of gross private direct investment (GPDI) has fallen.65 

 

 

 One researcher, Howard Richman, has analyzed net investment in 
manufacturing, subtracting depreciation from gross investment.  Based on his analysis, 
U.S. manufacturing net investment was 0.08% of GDP n 2010.  While this was up from 
a low of 0.02% in 2009, it is down from 1.54% of GDP in 1981.     

The fall in net manufacturing investment has paralleled a fall in net exports 
(exports minus imports), as shown in the graph below:66 
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How did this come about?  At the end of World War II, most of the rest of the 
world was devastated.  Therefore, it made no sense to try to export to other countries.  
So, America focused on stimulating consumer demand here in the U.S. using purely 
Keynesian economic principles.  Consider the idea of giving people a tax break for 
going into debt and making interest payments, while taxing interest and dividend 
income.  Clyde Prestowitz put it this way:67 

 

Essential to this idea was the adoption of a tax and credit regime under 
which interest earned on savings and dividends from investments were 
heavily taxed, while interest on installment buying (credit card) payments 
and sales taxes were made tax deductible.  These measures led to an 
explosion of consumer credit and borrowing. 

 
Here in lies the reason why America is losing its manufacturing base, as we fail 

to invest in new technology, plant and equipment.  Our tax system is hopelessly out of 
whack and needs a drastic overhaul to encourage savings, investment and an export 
oriented mindset.  If we fail to do this, we will not only see a further reduction in 
America’s job base, we will be unable to halt the hollowing out the US economy, making 
it increasingly difficult to maintain our standard of living. 

 
Before dropping out of the Presidential Race, Herman Cain introduced his 9-9-9 

plan.  A key concept of the plan is to reduce and streamline income taxes requiring an 
army of accountants and attorneys to decipher, while creating a sales tax on final goods 
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and services.  Whether it is Cain’s 9-9-9 plan or something similar, America is searching 
for a President who understands that this is precisely the type of bold solution needed 
for America.  An excellent video describing the 9-9-9 plan is provided via the image link 
below: 

 
  
 

 
 
  
 

3. Develop a Global Mindset That Leverages the Experience of 
American’s Foreign Born Citizens 

 
There is no question that while 9-9-9 will get rid of alot of the hidden costs of 

producing things, people will have an incentive to spend less in order to reduce their tax 
liability.  Now, if Americans were the only people on the planet, this could present a 
problem:  If people won’t buy stuff, then where will the demand come from so that we 
can justify producing things?  Only if people purchase goods and services does a 
company have an incentive to hire people to produce things. 

 
The key to addressing this is that we must remember there are 7 billion people 

on the planet.  Americans only make up 300 million.  Therefore, we must change our 
idea about who our customers are. It’s not just people down the street or in another 
state.  It’s people living in another country whose language we don’t speak and that we, 
frankly, don’t know much about.   

 
And many Americans don’t even think they use the Internet. 
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As the graph below indicates, only 13% of Internet users in the world live in North 
America as of 2011.  That’s down from 17% in 2008.68 

 

 

 
 
 
In order to sell to the rest of the world, we need to know something about the rest 

of the world.  Over the years, American culture has isolated itself, refusing to 
understand anything about the rest of the people on the planet.  This mindset stems 
from the fact that we are focused on selling to ourselves, not the other 7 billion people 
cohabitating the planet with us.  I have a friend in India who is interested in translating 
my novel, The Brotherhood of the Scroll, into 7 Hindu languages (they have many 
dialects in India).  What if I were to work with someone from India who understands the 
culture and how best to market my books to people living there? 

 
Most of the outsourcing of high paying jobs in the US is occurring because we 

don’t have the people with the skill sets needed to do the work. This is especially true in 
fields involving math and science.  Our educational system, which has embedded a 
unionized bureaucracy interested only in lining its own pockets, not in educating 
American children, has destroyed the knowledge base of young Americans.    According 
to the Congressional Research Service’s March 21, 2008 report Science, Technology, 
Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) Education: Background, Federal Policy, 
and Legislative Action (p. 1): 

 
When compared to other nations, the achievement of U.S. pupils appears 
inconsistent with the nation’s role as a world leader in scientific innovation. 
For example, among the 40 countries participating in the 2003 Program 
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for International Student Assessment (PISA), the U.S. ranked 28th in math 
literacy and 24th in science literacy. 

 
Some argue that we’re really not that bad off, that the richest suburbs of the US 

do well in competing with the rest of the world.  Such arguments miss the point:  
Countries like China and India have more honors students than we have 
students. 

To market to other countries, and retain the talent we need to compete in the 21st 

century, we should allow foreign students who wish to become American citizens legally 

to stay and work in the US by granting them an H1-B visa when they graduate from our 

schools.  By making the transition to US citizenship for such students easier, we will be 

able to both expand our export markets in the long run, and retain the talent we so 

desperately need to remain competitive in the global economy. 

Other countries are training their citizens to sell to us.  Have you ever called 
customer service of a product, only to find yourself speaking to someone with a foreign 
accent?  In his book, The World Is Flat, Thomas Friedman points out that companies in 
other countries are training their citizens to speak English with as little an accent as 
possible.  Interviewing P.V. Kannan, CEO and cofounder of an Indian call center called 
24/7 located in Bangalore, India, Friedman learned that the company gets 600 
applicants a day.  He writes of how a new hire is taught to speak in an “accent neutral” 
voice:69 

   
The next step for those applicants who are hired at a call center is the 
training program, which they are paid to attend.  It combines learning how 
to handle the specific processes for the company whose calls they will be 
taking or making, and attending something called “accent neutralization 
class.”  These are daylong sessions with a language teacher who 
prepares the new Indian hires to disguise their pronounced Indian accents 
when speaking English and replace them with American, Canadian or 
British ones – depending on which part of the world they will be speaking 
with. 

 
The Chinese, the Indians, and most likely many other countries have developed 

a global mindset, intent on marketing to us.  If they can do it, so can we. 
 
Here’s the difference: We don’t have to have Americans who pretend to think and 

speak like Indians or Chinese.  Because of the melting pot that is America, we already 
have just the right people to help us market to their “friends and family” around the 
world. 
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What we need is a President with 2020 vision, who can see the way forward for 
America to compete in an interconnected, “flat” world where you can: 

 
1. Skype with clients half a world away 

2. Transmit documents in fractions of a second 

3. Ship product and have it arrive in less than three days time – about the time it 

once took to receive a product in the mail that you ordered from a Montgomery 

Ward catalogue. 

Never heard of Montgomery Ward? My point exactly! 

 
Conclusion 

  
At the end of World War II, America conceived of an industrial policy that would 

meet the pent-up demand of the American consumer.  In doing so, we forgot about the 
rest of the world.  Now, we have a tax policy that rewards going into debt and penalizes 
planning for the future.  Our mindset is such that no one else in the world matters, and 
they probably don’t even have the Internet – failing to realize that Americans make up 
only 13 percent of all Internet users world wide. 

 
Today, the world has caught up with us – as it has caught up with every Great 

Power that has gone before us.  But this does not have to mean the end of America.  It 
does, however, mean that we need to have the courage to face the world as it is, not as 
we would like it to be.  Only with a President who sees the future clearly, and can grasp 
the Kennedy Moment we find ourselves at can we move beyond our present condition.   
  

America is searching for such a president, a “Gray Champion,” if you will, who 
sees the future, and how America can shape it – or be shaped by it. 
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As We Head Toward the Cliff 
 

We, the American people, are about to go over a cliff.  Our leader, President 

Obama, is leading us to our doom.  Before I get to the facts about the debt crisis, we 

have this report from our embedded reporter, Jon Stewart, as he accompanies the 

President of the Lemmings aboard his flag ship, The Death Spiral. Our reporter 

indicates the President wants to lead his faithful lemmings off the cliff in an effort to “Win 

The Future”. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

In 2011, the nation debated raising the debt ceiling.  In 2012, we will again face 

that debate in the middle of the election.  This next time around could well create a 

crisis mentality.  No doubt, those paying attention to the debt ceiling debate can get 

plenty of information from all over the internet. Here, I want to touch on three topics. 

 

First: How has America’s debt increased over the last ten 
years? 

 

The following chart, developed by the Mercatus Center of George Mason 

Univerisyt, demonstrates that our debt has gone from just under $6 trillion to over $14 

trillion at the end of 2010. 
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Second:  In recent years, the Fed has been purchasing about 
70% of our debt. 

 

The debt is issued in the form of treasury bills. The Fed doesn’t purchase 

Treasury Bills directly from the Treasury Department. Instead, Fed Chairman Ben 

Bernake will place an order with the Fed’s “primary dealers through a series of 

competitive auctions operated through the Desk’s FedTrade system.” These “primary 

dealers” include such companies as Goldmen Sachs, Morgan Stanley, the Deutsche 

Bank of Germany, and 15 others. These companies purchase the Treasury Bills at a 

private sale, and then turn around and sell them to the Fed with a small percentage 

markup. Of course, even a few tenths of a percentage point mark up on billions of 

dollars in Treasury bills results in millions of dollars in bonuses for these companies. 

 

As a consequence, companies like Goldman Sachs (where former Clinton 

Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin, and former Bush Treasury Secretary Hank 

Paulson, work) are guaranteed a sure profit. This is why purchases of US Treasuries 

by the Fed have grown from just 10% of all Treasury sales to about 70%, as the 

accompanying chart developed by Pimco Financial created, demonstrates:70 

 

                                                 
70 Bill Ritholtz.  Who Will Buy Treasuries When the FED Doesn’t? The Big Picture, March 2, 2011.  Accessed at 

http://www.ritholtz.com/blog/2011/03/treasury-bought-buying-buy/ on 12/5/2011 

http://www.ritholtz.com/blog/2011/03/treasury-bought-buying-buy/
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Here’s my analogy to this: A husband writes his wife a Cashiers Check for $100 

drawn from money in their joint checking account. She then takes it to the bank to first 

cash the check and then put the money BACK in their joint checking account and log 

that as not only covering the cost of the money order, but as a net INCREASE in their 

checking balance of $100.  

 

No one in their right mind would do that. The government shouldn’t do that 

either. 

 

Third:  No one really knows what we should do, and what 
happens if we fail to raise the debt ceiling. 

 

The following from the May 16th, 2011 edition of PBS Newshour illustrates this point:71 

 

RAY SUAREZ: On one side of the argument, people from the administration are 

promising calamity if Aug. 2 comes and goes with no settlement for this, while 

some on the other side are saying, well it's a detail. It's -- we will miss a couple of 

payments for a couple of days or a couple of weeks, but then, eventually, this will 

get settled.  Is the truth somewhere in the middle? 

 

                                                 
71 PBS Newshour.  How Does the US Debt Ceiling Work and Why does it Matter?  Air date: May 16, 2011.  

Transcript. Accessed at http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/politics/jan-june11/debtceiling_05-16.html  on July 6, 

2011. 

http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/politics/jan-june11/debtceiling_05-16.html
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BINYAMIN APPELBAUM: We don't know. You know, I think  

Robert Rubin, the former treasury secretary, said it best. He said, we don't know 

what will happen, but why would you want to find out?  

And that seems to be, you know, a perspective that certainly all of our former 

treasury secretaries have, that you're wandering off into an unknown space. 

There is no telling how markets would respond if the government stops paying 

some of its bills. Some people are willing to run that experiment. Others fear it 

greatly and don't want to. But we really won't know until, if and when we get 

there. 

 

During calendar year 2011, the national debt has risen from $14 trillion to $15 

trillion.  This is the Sword of Damocles that hangs over this nation.  The Tea Party 

movement arose to say “ENOUGH!”  The Occupy Wall Street movement also arose to 

say “ENOUGH!” 

 

Whatever we decide to do on this issue, we must enact a prohibition on the Fed 

using the Treasury Arbitrage system to continue monetarizing the debt. It make no 

sense for us to purchase our own debt, and prevents us from having an honest 

discussion on budget priorities in Washington. 

 

 
Conclusion 

 

This generation of Patriots has arisen, just as the old legend said they would, to 

draw a line in the sand.  Here are the prescient words of Nathaniel Hawthorne’s essay, 

The Gray Champion: 

 
I have heard that, whenever the descendants of the Puritans are to show 
the spirit of their sires, the old man appears again.  When eighty years had 
passed, he walked once more in King-street.  Five years later, in the 
twilight of an April morning, he stood on the green, beside the meeting-
house, at Lexington, where now the obelisk of granite, with a slab of slate 
inlaid, commemorates the first fallen of the Revolution.  And when our 
fathers were toiling at the breast-work on Bunker's Hill, all through that 
night, the old warrior walked his rounds.  Long, long may it be, ere he 
comes again! His hour is one of darkness, and adversity, and peril.  But 
should domestic tyranny oppress us, or the invader's step pollute our soil, 
still may the Gray Champion come. (emphasis added) 

 

The Gray Champion rises, searching for a President with 2020 vision to see 

clearly the way forward to guide us away from the cliff we are about to jump off from.  I 

am not here to tell you who to vote for President.  I am here to tell you that the man, or 

woman, you and I chose will not be able to do it alone.  They will need the Gray 

Champions of America to stand up and rally the people.  They will need the Gray 
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Champions of America to hold both the themselves, as the new President, and the 

Congress, accountable. 

 

The strength of America is that any one of us can rise from the governed to 

become the elected leaders of this land.  It is our responsibility, nay, our duty, to rise to 

this challenge.   

 

Because if we fail, the experiment launched in 1776 will fail.  It is for this 

generation to stand in the gap and reclaim our heritage. 
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Other Books by David Lantz   

Visit David’s Author Page on Amazon.com to Order Kindle Editions 

 
Think Like Jesus, Lead Like Moses: Leadership 

Lessons from the Wilderness Crucible 
 

 

 

*       *       * 

The Gray Champion is a mythical hero who sprang from the short stories of 
Nathaniel Hawthorne, an early 19th century writer.   Heralded as a leader who appears 
in key moments in history to defend the American way of life, he is said to appear in our 
darkest hour.  The Gray Champion is not a monolithic figure.  Rather, he is every man, 
or woman, who answers the call to stand up to encourage and inspire others in their 
local communities. 
 

Do you feel called to leadership, to become a Gray Champion in your business, 
church, or community?   Do you have fears about how taking a stand will affect your 
personal finances, or doubts that you can even make a difference?  Then this book is 
for you.   
 

Transparent, challenging, courageous and personally engaging, Think Like 
Jesus, Lead Like Moses: Leadership Lessons from the Wilderness Crucible takes 
you deep into the “head and heart” of the learner and leader, Moses.   As someone just 

http://www.amazon.com/-/e/B00464TFTS
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like yourself who became a grass roots leader with the Christian Coalition in the 1990s, 
Lantz not only boldly shares his own learning mistakes in the crucible of leadership 
refinement, but also deftly illustrates key leadership principles via the life of Moses and 
modern film scenes. This book is not just another leadership book; it is a call to get out 
of the way, to get humble and to turn the world upside down as we learn to think like 
Jesus, lead like Moses, and fight like David.  
 

Like so many ordinary people called to do extra ordinary things, I 
observed David Lantz emerge from the grassroots to lead the Indiana 
Christian Coalition during my talk radio days in Indianapolis.  His book, 
Think Like Jesus, Lead Like Moses: Leadership Lessons from the 
Wilderness Crucible serves as a road map for so many Americans who 
today are answering the call to rise up to become the “Gray Champions” 
of their local communities.   

 
    The Honorable Mike Pence, Congressman, 6th District, Indiana 

 

 

Click Here to order a Kindle version from Amazon.com 

http://www.amazon.com/Think-Like-Jesus-Moses-ebook/dp/B0045U9R1E/ref=tmm_kin_title_0?ie=UTF8&m=AG56TWVU5XWC2
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The Brotherhood of the Scroll 
 

 
 

The Brotherhood of the Scroll is a fast-paced story of international intrigue and war 
set during the turbulent sixth century BC.  The story begins in 605 BC, when Jeremiah 
delivered a prophesy that Jerusalem would be carried into Babylonian captivity for 70 
years.  In that same year, Babylon defeated Egypt at the Battle of Carchemish, 
Nebuchadnezzar became King of Babylon, and within a year, carried the first of three 
groups of Jews into exile.  eremiah, seeing his beloved Israel caught between these two 
superpowers, forms an inner circle of faithful zealots, including two future prophets of 
Israel, a teenager named Daniel and his friend, Ezekiel.  Weaving the testimony of the 
Bible into the historical drama of this period, The Brotherhood of the Scroll will 
captivate the attention of those who enjoy an international spy thriller, as well as anyone 
interested in how spiritual and political issues intertwinethese two superpowers, forms 
an inner circle of faithful zealots, including two future prophets of Israel, a teenager 
named Daniel and his friend, Ezekiel.  Weaving the testimony of the Bible into the 
historical drama of this period, The Brotherhood of the Scroll will captivate the 
attention of those who enjoy an international spy thriller, as well as anyone interested in 
how spiritual and political issues intertwine. 
 

*       *       * 
 

Excerpt: 
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Jeremiah, his arms outstretched, continued his proclamation: “Thus says the Lord of 
Hosts, ‘Because you have not obeyed My words, behold, I will exile the families of 
Judah.  Even now, I am gathering all the armies of the north under Nebuchadnezzar, 
King of Babylon, whom I have appointed my servant.  I will bring them against this land 
and its people.  I will bring them against all the nations surrounding you, to destroy 
them.’”  The crowd was beginning to grow restless.  This was the point which Baruch 
had feared, had begged Jeremiah not to make.  Not here.  Not in public.  Many believed 
that the Lord would never allow such a thing to befall His people and His Temple.  
  

They were wrong. 
 
 “This whole land shall be a desolation and a horror, and these nations shall serve 
the king of Babylon seventy years.  With fire he shall consume this Temple, and all ...”  
A roar went up from the crowd.  A hand grabbed him from behind, dragging him off the 
dais.  Jeremiah struggled, but his assailants wrestled him backwards, wrenching his 
shoulder.  Suddenly, the wind was knocked out of him as his back hit the ground below, 
his head slamming into the cobblestones.  As he was dragged into the midst of the 
crowd, darkness surrounded him.  Jeremiah fought to retain consciousness, and failed. 

 

 

Click Here to order a Kindle version from Amazon.com 

http://www.amazon.com/The-Brotherhood-Scroll-ebook/dp/B0026L7FHW/ref=tmm_kin_title_0?ie=UTF8&m=AG56TWVU5XWC2
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The Brotherhood of the Scroll: Clash of the Superpowers 
 

 

 
The Brotherhood of the Scroll: Clash of the Superpowers is a course 

designed to introduce you to the history, geography, and biblical references of the exile 
of Judah to Babylon.  It is designed to help you learn and apply this knowledge to 
present day events.  Using the novel, The Brotherhood of the Scroll, you will be given 
reading comprehension quizzes, trace the story line of events, and write essay papers 
about key concepts presented in the material.  These essays will explore both ancient 
and modern clashes between world superpowers, cultural ideals, and 
personal application.   

 
 As a result of this course, you will learn how to apply the lessons of history to 

understand current events.  You will also learn how to apply biblical principles to 
confront the same personal moral challenges that faced such individuals as Daniel and 
Jeremiah thousands of years ago. 

 

Click Here to order a PDF version of the course.  

http://store.payloadz.com/details/1016048-ebooks-history-brotherhood-of-the-scroll-clash-of-the-superpowers.html
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The Sword of the Scroll 
 

 
 
The year is 585 B.C., when kingdoms vied for world domination, and religion 

played a key role, just as it does in our day.  On one side is the Old Testament Prophet, 
Daniel.  On the other is the prophet of a new religion, Zoroaster, who wages Jihad to 
spread Zoroastrianism world wide.  These two historical figures meet when Daniel, an 
emissary from Babylon, proposes a marriage of political convenience between the 
warring kingdoms of Lydia and Media following what history records as “The Battle of 
the Eclipse.”  Set against a backdrop of astrological events, international war and 
political intrigue, the two are pitted against each other in a spiritual battle not fought with 
human weapons, but with The Sword of the Scroll. 

 
*       *       * 

Excerpt: 
 

The Spring Equinox.  It was the time of renewal for so many pagan religions; 
when Baal, the god of the Underworld came back to life.  When Osiris, the Egyptian 
god, was reborn.  In Babylon, when it was the time for the annual Feast of Akitu and the 
rebirth of Marduk.  Daniel reflected on the fact that even the Passover celebration of the 
Jews fell near this date in the celestial calendar.  And now, Zoroaster would see “The 
Rising of Ormazd” coincide with the rising of the New Moon following the Spring 
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Equinox.  Daniel looked to the north and found the Constellation Draco, the snake, as it 
coiled about the pole star Thuban.  Suddenly, Daniel’s thoughts turned to his Greek 
friend, Troas.  How had he faired this day in his battle with Kurg’s army?  Like himself, 
Troas had no doubt faced his own nemesis this day. 

Troas … Greek. 

A thought flashed through Daniel’s mind.  Quickly, he searched out the 
constellation of the Greek god known as Hercules.  There!  Yes, there it was, above 
Draco on the horizon and to the Northwest.  Daniel’s thoughts returned to the Psalm of 
David: 

The heavens proclaim the glory of God. The skies display his 
craftsmanship.  Day after day they continue to speak; night after night they 
make him known. 

“Mag!  Mag!”  Daniel called excitedly, his mind struggling to comprehend the 
meaning of God’s message in the stars as he spurred his horse up along side the 
Babylonian captain. 

 

Click Here to order a Kindle version from Amazon.com 
 

http://www.amazon.com/The-Sword-Scroll-ebook/dp/B0041OT1UQ/ref=ntt_at_ep_dpt_2

